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SYNOPSIS 

 

Nuclear Quadrupole Resonance (NQR) is spectroscopy of nuclear energy levels 

resulting from the interaction of nuclear quadrupole moment with the electric field gradient in 

crystalline (non-cubic) solids. The nuclear energy levels pertaining to this interaction absorb 

and emit electromagnetic radiation in the RF range. In the pulsed NQR spectrometer, the 

sample is exposed to intense RF radiation of resonance frequency (1MHz to 100MHz) from 

which the nuclei absorb power. When the RF radiation is switched off the absorbed energy is 

radiated from the nuclei at the same frequency as it was absorbed in a typical time constant 

(T2
*
) of few tenths of microseconds to a few milliseconds. The resonance frequency depends 

on both the quadrupole moment of the nucleus and the electric field gradient surrounding it 

hence is a property of not only the nucleus but also its surroundings. For most of the organic 

crystals the resonance frequency lies below 10 MHz. 
14

N NQR frequencies for organic 

compounds like urea, NaNO2, RDX etc lies in the range of 1 - 5 MHz. 

NQR spectrometer developed as part of this thesis is composed of four modules; 

Transmitter, Probe, Receiver and computerized control (FPGA & Software) module 

containing frequency synthesizer, synchronous demodulator, pulse programmer and display. 

The function of the transmitter module is to amplify the RF pulse sequence to about 200 W 

power level into the probe (50 Ohm) which is a parallel resonance circuit with a tapped 

capacitor. The probe excites the nucleus and picks-up the signal emitted from the nuclei.  The 

nuclear signal at the same frequency as the excitation, which is typically in the range of a few 

micro volts is amplified, demodulated and filtered by receiver module. Direct digital 

synthesizer (DDS), pulse programmer, digital demodulator, finite impulse response filter 

(FIR), Signal accumulator have been implemented in single FPGA chip. The FPGA chip 

along with high speed ADCs (105MSPS), DACs (300MSPS), RF power amplifier, pre-
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amplifier, cross diodes and quarter wave transformer has been used to build prototype of 

NQR spectrometer as part of this thesis. The whole instrument is developed in Electronics 

Division (ED), BARC from which RF power amplifier was available in-house at ED and 

other parts as explained above were developed as part of this thesis. The same was used to 

observe 
14

N NQR signal from NaNO2. Using a permanent horse shoe magnet same 

spectrometer has also been used as NMR spectrometer to observe 
1
H NMR signal from H20 

and 
2
H NMR signal from D2O. 

          The NQR technique suffers mainly from its inherently low signal to noise ratio 

(-60dB and less) and RF interference. The low SNR can be remedied by repeating the 

measurements as NQR signals can be added coherently, however time needed for accurate 

detection can be too long (can be in hours). RFI on other hand can be alleviated using proper 

shielding which is only possible in laboratory environments and not in the fields. Adaptive 

filters and wavelet transforms are used in this work as these do not need prior knowledge of 

signal and also parameters of adaptive filter changes to meet the optimization parameters. 

ANC (Adaptive Noise Canceller) and ALE (Adaptive line Enhancer) based on Adaptive 

algorithm are studied here and applied to NQR/NMR signals as post signal processing 

techniques. Simulation results show that ALE and wavelet transforms along with coherent 

accumulation are faster detection method with improved SNR. 
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Chapter 1 

 

1. Introduction 

 Nuclear Quadrupole Resonance (NQR) is a solid state radio frequency technique that 

can be used to detect the presence of quadrupolar nuclei existing in several drugs, narcotics 

and explosives [1]. It provides a unique signature of the material of interest i.e. the set of 

resonance frequencies is unique to the material. The NQR frequency depends on the electric 

field gradient (EFG) and the quadrupole moment of the resonant nucleus which further 

depends on the crystal structure of the solid and chemical components of the molecule. In 

case of explosive detection, the NQR frequencies are quite specific and are not shared by 

other nitrogenous materials, where NQR detects 
14

N of the explosive, without suffering 

interference from any nitrogen based fertilizer in the soil. NQR is utilized for the application 

of detecting explosives at airport security, military areas, post offices, government buildings 

and landmine clearance [2]. It is also used in drug developments for studying and analysing 

pharmaceutical ingredients, polymorphic forms, drug structures and characterization between 

the components [3].  

 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) is a RF technique that is able to detect any 

compound by sensing the excited resonance signals from atomic nuclei having non-zero spin. 

NQR is similar to NMR but the only difference is NMR needs a DC magnetic field and due 

to this its application in the field is limited, and therefore most of the NMR-based explosive 

detection systems are developed for luggage screening. However, unlike NMR, the job of 

producing the spectroscopic energy levels in NQR is carried out by the crystalline electric 

field gradient and hence, NQR does not require a static magnetic field. This property makes it 
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attractive as a non-invasive technique to detect explosives in landmines, drug ingredients 

chemical compounds [4].  

NQR detection is applicable for the quadrupolar nuclei with spin,         i.e. the 

nuclei need to have quadruple moments due to non-spherical shape of its charge distribution. 

For the application of explosive detection, 
14

N NQR is a suitable technique as most of the 

explosive substances are typically rich in 
14

N nuclei with     . The process of NQR 

detection in various applications is commenced with exciting 
14

N by using radio frequency 

(RF) radiation, which is produced by passing RF power through solenoids of series or parallel 

resonance circuits and the same (or another set of coils as per the convenience) is used for its 

detection as well. Then, the radiation resulting from the decay of the excited 
14

N nuclei to 

their ground state is detected.  Since the frequencies of resonance depends on the crystalline 

and molecular environment of 
14

N in the explosive, the NQR spectra are unique for a given 

material and are not influenced by the interference of other nitrogen containing materials 

during the NQR measurements. Before the advent of plastic explosives (TNT, RDX etc), the 

explosives contained chlorates as the oxidizing materials.  Chlorine-NQR served as a 

technique for detecting these materials [5]. 

 

1.1 Review of NQR spectrometers 

Previously, NQR and NMR spectrometers were based on relatively simple oscillator 

designs such as marginal oscillator and self-limiting oscillator circuit [6]. These were referred 

as continuous wave (CW) techniques and spectrometers. The CW spectrometer scans through 

a range of frequencies, which are determined by an LC circuit with sample placed inside or 

near the coil. With advent of modern electronics, the method of pulsed excitation and 

detection of NMR / NQR signals have largely improved the stability and efficiency of the 

spectrometer while simplifying the signal detection circuits. Pulsed NMR spectrometers 
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utilize a high power pulse (in kW) of RF radiation to excite the magnetized nuclei across the 

Zeeman energy levels. The tiny RF signal (in range of µV) observed from the nuclei relaxing 

to the ground state after the excitation stops is called the free induction decay (FID). The 

frequency is extracted from FID using a Fourier transform (FT) of time based data. A pulsed 

NMR spectrometer consists of a control console, a magnet and a coil that can be used for 

transmitting as well as receiving the RF radiation. Only one coil is required as signal 

reception does not begin until the end of excitation pulse. Many of the pulse techniques began 

as NMR and have been adapted for NQR as well. While the development of NMR/NQR as a 

technique itself is significant, the role of advancement in digital electronics in the 

instrumentation and techniques of NMR cannot be overstated. Since the invention of the 

original CW NMR, digital signal processing (DSP) and advanced Fourier transform 

techniques have become an integral part of the modern day pulsed NMR techniques. 

NQR shares the same electronics and detection technique except for the presence of 

magnet. In the place of a magnet, the electric field gradient of the non cubic environment of the 

quadrupolar nucleus in a crystal creates the necessary splitting of nuclear energy levels to give 

rise to NQR.  So the condition for observing NQR signal is a quadrupolar nucleus in a non cubic 

site of a crystal. NQR is not only nucleus -specific but also compound –specific, thus making it a 

tool for detection, quantification and characterization of various chemicals for remote detection of 

drugs, explosives or quantifying the chemicals in already packed medicines [7][8]. 

Both NQR and NMR were experimented and explored in a similar time span of late 

1940s, where the first experiment showing the NQR phenomenon was performed by Dehmelt 

and Kruger [9] in 1950. Later, several groups investigated NQR as an explosive detection 

technique but due to its weak signals (typically micro volts), NMR was mainly deployed as it 

lead to higher detection accuracy and simple electronic circuit configuration [10]. Nonetheless, as 
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the NMR cannot be used for field applications due to its size, the NQR gained popularity for 

mine and explosive detection. 

Utilizing NQR technique for detecting nitrogen-containing substances originated in 

1960s [11] [12], where several researchers have determined that NQR of nitrogen is a 

convenient and relatively inexpensive tool for explosive detection. As 
14

N is the main 

component of explosives and as 
14

N NQR transitions in most of the explosives fall in frequency 

range of 500 kHz to 5 MHz, a pulsed NQR spectrometer system in the same range with Fast 

Fourier Transform (FFT) capabilities was designed in [13]. 

 NQR spectrometers as detection systems are developed in two aspects, which are 

hardware configuration and NQR signal processing techniques. The conventional NQR 

configuration was large and consisted of standalone analog devices. The challenge in the 

configuration was to reduce the size of the instrument and also detect the weak signals by 

constructing a specialized sensitive spectrometer system using optimum experimental 

techniques. To overcome the challenge the mentioned functionalities, the RF signal generator 

and pulse programmer were replaced from analog components to digital signal processing 

(DSP) chips [14]. Then, all the digital jobs of NMR spectrometer were performed by field-

programable gate array FPGA [15]. FPGA is the most popular technology for implementing 

prototype and testing new algorithms, due to its reconfigurable feature. The next sections 

address the detection of 
14

N signal using NQR based on two main aspects of detection 

system- hardware configuration and NQR signal post processing techniques. 

 

1.1.1 Hardware Configuration 

The NQR spectrometers for detection systems comprises of two functionalities, 

transmitting and receiving. The function of a transmitter is to provide a high output power (in 
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kW), the receiver section requires high resolution (display should be in µV scale) for detecting 

weak NQR signals. Also, the NQR probe must be designed with high sensitivity (Q = 100) to 

the NQR signal and high rejection to radio frequency interference (RFI).  

In a pulsed NQR spectrometer[13] the transmitter and receiver used a heterodyne 

configuration to eliminate  carrier feed through problems present in standard autodyne NQR 

spectrometers, a sequencer unit was used to select the type of pulses. A single knob tuning and 

matching network was used for allowing simultaneous tuning of both the transmitter output and 

receiver input by single control. Versatile pulse sequencer was used for gating of a system 

which can generate Carr-Purcell, Meiboom-Gill, modified Carr-Purcell, and spin-locked spin-

echo sequences, as well as a standard sequence of π/2 pulses for collection of FID and echo 

signals. In 1993, Zhu [16] proposed “Detection of Explosives by 
14

N NQR technique”. The 

researcher constructed a super regenerative NQR spectrometer with a pair of cylindrical 

solenoid coils. The cylindrical solenoid was made with the bare of copper wire on cylindrical 

Poly Tetrafloro Ethylene (PTFE) former. The sample of interest was made to move between the 

coil gaps. The RF power of about 8000 W was available. The signal level was compared with 

the preset threshold value and if the signal obtained from spectrometer exceeded the preset 

threshold value, an alarm was activated.  

  In 1993, Peterson [17] applied modern circuitry and signal processing techniques 

towards the production of pulsed spectrometer for low frequency (0.5 -10 MHz) NQR. This 

spectrometer constituted a personal computer containing data acquisition card, an advanced 

measurement system, a low frequency NQR impedance matching network, a shielded sample 

coil and oscilloscope. In the proposed technique, the analog information produced by the 

nuclear resonance was digitized by data acquisition card and processed by computer to produce 

a Fourier Transform of the resonance. Averaging and other digital signal processing was 
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performed by the computer. Also, the signal processing scheme of the spectrometer used super 

heterodyne techniques in both the receiver and transmitter sections.  

  In 1996, T.N. Rudakov [18] developed a pulsed NQR spectrometer for detection of 
14

N 

chemical compounds in the frequency range of 0.5- 10 MHz. The researcher used a master 

oscillator controlled by personal computer with A/D and D/A converter, a sequencer, a digital 

phase shifter, a transmitter irradiator consisting of power amplifier and a transmitting and 

receiving coil system that further consisted of receiving coils, a key and a Q switching device 

and a preamplifier unit. This instrument has been used to detect large samples (anti-tank 

mines). 

In 1999, Schiano [19] modified the spectrometer [17] that can automatically adjust the 

pulse parameters in response to observed NQR signals. The novelty of the spectrometer was its 

ability to change pulse sequence parameters during the progression of the experiment. This 

feature enabled the use of feedback control algorithm that automatically adjusts the pulse 

parameters to maximize the signal to noise (SNR) ratio of the detected signal. Both the 

transmitter and receiver are taken in a single conversion heterodyne system to prevent the 

coherent interference signals from being produced in receiver during the detection of NQR 

signal. A matching network transforms the impedance of the transmitter to the high impedance 

load of parallel combination of the sample coil inductor and tuning capacitor so that the nuclear 

signals induced in the sample coil are coupled to the high impedance input of receiver. There is 

a provision of acquisition of both in phase and quadrature components of NQR signal, where a 

unit digitizes and averages both these components. 

In 2007, Ferrari [20] constructed a fully homemade NQR spectrometer in an attempt to 

gain versatility and possibility of implementing new experiments. The researcher used 

frequency synthesizer of direct digital synthesis type, which has the ability to produce two 

independent outputs. The 90
o
 out of phase was used for quadrature detection. Also, a pulse unit 
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and data acquisition board was replaced by digital signal processor accommodating personal 

computer. 

In 2008, Takeda [15] [21] developed an FPGA-based NMR spectrometer. The 

researcher built handy and operational NMR spectrometer by combining latest available 

devices and RF components. The designed spectrometer was capable of giving output of an RF 

of up to 400 MHz and modulating the amplitude, phase, and frequency of RF irradiation. A part 

of transmitter and receiver were implemented inside the FPGA. Also, the digital circuits 

required for NMR spectrometer including pulse programmer, direct digital synthesizer, digital 

receiver and a PC interface were built inside a single chip of FPGA. It was concluded that by 

combining FPGA chip with peripheral analog components, a compact laptop sized home built 

spectrometer was developed which is capable of a RF output up to 400 MHz with amplitude, 

phase and pulse modulation. 

In 2014, Begus [22] designed a low power (5 W) and low frequency (0.5 – 5MHz) 

pulsed 
14

N NQR spectrometer based on microelectronic components. The researcher 

constructed a NQR spectrometer of 2 kg mass using Universal Software Radio Peripheral 

(USRP) platform, FPGA, high speed A/D and D/A converters (100MSPS) together with lab 

view software. He considered the cases where 
14

N NQR line parameters (line width, T2 ,T1) 

allows a longer duration of π pulses. The researcher revealed that the maximal RF power of 5 

W is required to excite the nuclei. A notebook PC is needed for communication with this 

spectrometer and for data acquisition and analysis. 

 

1.1.2 NQR signal post processing techniques 

One of the most intimidating drawbacks of NQR is that it is heavily affected by 

interference more than any other detection techniques. Since NQR signal is often weak, the 
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SNR is very low (< -60dB), for which rigorous and continuous research is required to develop 

post processing algorithms for NQR signal processing that are capable of enhancing the 

detection performance. The challenge for NQR signal detection is to reduce the effect of RFI 

and to detect the weak NQR signal from background noise. 

Several researchers have developed mechanisms to rectify the situation and resolve the issues 

of SNR. In [23], a feedback algorithm is proposed that automatically adjusts NQR pulse 

parameters to increase SNR. As NQR provides a means for detecting explosives by revealing 

the presence of 
14

N but the distance between the search coil and the explosive, as well as the 

temperature of the explosive, is unknown. So with fixed pulse parameters it is not possible to 

increase the SNR. And thus the proposed approach is useful in situations where the optimal 

pulse parameters cannot be chosen beforehand due to lack of knowledge regarding the 

system. The proposed feedback algorithm that used measurements of the NQR signal to 

adjust the pulse width automatically in the strong off-resonant comb sequence to increase the 

SNR of the NQR measurement. 

 In [24], the same feedback control methodology was suggested for adjusting pulse parameters, 

wherein the tuning was applied in the pre-screening stage. In the pre-screening stage, the NQR 

equipment is placed over a test mine such that the algorithm finds optimal pulse parameters for 

the explosive material. 

  NQR is highly effective for landmine detection NQR sensor is not exposed to radio 

frequency interference (RFI). But strong non-stationary RFI cannot be avoided in the field, a 

robust detection method is proposed. Using reference antennas, LMS algorithm is applied in 

frequency domain to cancel the RFI in field data. An average power detector based on power 

spectral estimation algorithm is also proposed by Y.Tan in [25]. The experimental results 

showed that the average power detector outperforms the non-adaptive bayesian detector and 
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can provide robust detection performance by distinguishable features of NQR signals and RFI 

in the frequency domain. 

In the field applications, where the detection system cannot be shielded, NQR has 

been proved highly effective method if the NQR sensor is not exposed to radio-frequency 

interference (RFI). However, strong non-Gaussian RFI in the field is unavoidable. A 

statistical model of such non-Gaussian RFI noise is proposed by Tantum [26]. Also, the 

asymptotic Cramer–Rao lower bound for estimating a deterministic QR signal in this non-

qaussian noise is presented. The performance of several convenient estimators was compared 

to Cramer–Rao lower bound. Considering the RFI as a colored non-gaussian process, Tantum 

[27] proposed a two step adaptive kalman filtering to estimate and detect the NQR signal in the 

post mitigation signal.  

 Using the least mean square algorithm to suppress RFI with the help of secondary 

antenna is a major contribution to the design of NQR detection systems. In addition G.Liu [28] 

claimed that RFI signals collected by the main NQR probe and secondary antenna array are not 

only spatially but also temporally correlated. The researchers proposed several methods, i.e. 

alternating least squares (ALS) for RFI suppression [29]. The advantage of this method is that 

both spatial and temporal information of collected RFI signals from antenna array is utilized. 

Stegana, [29] investigated several detection algorithms for NQR signals which included 

bayesian method, matched filter and maximum entropy method. The Bayesian method was the 

most robust method against noise, however it requires prior information. The performance of 

matched filter and maximum entropy method degrades as SNR decreases. In addition, the 

maximum entropy method is found to be most computationally intensive method among the 

other three methods. 

 The current techniques only measure the response of a known resonance frequency i.e it is 

assumed that with knowledge of the sample temperature, the most dominating resonance 
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frequency is exactly known. But the sample temperature may be within 5 degrees (K) 

accuracy, the author [30] included the estimate for a sample with 5 degrees offset, compared 

the performance gain of the detectors as the gain factor between the detection thresholds for a 

sample containing TNT and for one without TNT, as a function of the measured echo 

number. By exploiting the temperature dependency of NQR frequencies, Jacobson [31] 

developed several methods, which are non-linear square method and an approximate maximum 

likelihood detector to enhance SNR and improve NQR signal detection performance.  

S.D Somasundaram [32] presents an NQR signal model, which is further exploited for 

detection algorithm development. In the traditional detection algorithm, NQR signal segments 

are captured after the stimulus pulses, wherein one pulse sequence are averaged to produce one 

NQR signal segment with high SNR, thus to improve the accuracy of decision. On the contrary, 

Somasundaram proposed to utilize the captured NQR signal segment as sequence of detection, 

instead of averaging them to produce one segment. In this way, the decaying characteristic of 

each NQR signals segment can be used. In [33],[34],[35] the authors proposed to refine 

generalized maximum-likelihood ratio test methods and then used these methods to work on a 

serial NQR signal sequence. In [36], this approach is further improved to deal with the 

stochastic NQR (sNQR), where author proposes acquiring signal of interest free samples, 

having only corrupted signals, and using them to reduce the effects of RFI on conventional 

NQR measurements. Here author has shown that the sNQR detectors performed well as 

compared to conventional NQR detectors. In [37], the authors have presented a method where 

NQR probe is utilized for RFI mitigation. The data are also collected before or after the real 

detection without the presence of stimulus RF pulses. These data contain only RFI signals, not 

the NQR signals. Then, NQR signal data are captured during RF pulse sequence, which 

contains both NQR signal and RFI. The RFI signals in these two different data sets have 
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temporal correlation. Thus, the signal of interest data can be subtracted from NQR signal to 

remove RFI. 

 An adaptive noise cancellation method has been used by Tantum et al [38] to reduce 

the RFIs for NQR signals. It is reported that by using least mean square algorithm the adaptive 

noise cancellation method can reduce RFIs by more than 50 dB. However, this method may 

amplify the white noise and it may suffer from signal cancellation due to minimizing the total 

output power.  Therefore, a challenge in NQR signal detection is to mitigate the impact of RFI 

and identify the poor NQR signal from the external noise.  

Also, in NQR spectrometers, the uncertain amplitude has been observed to be a 

potential hindrance of detecting signals in an accurate manner. For this purpose, several post 

processing algorithms for NQR signal processing have been developed, as mentioned in the 

previous section, yet they lack in terms of detection performance. From the review of NQR 

signal post processing techniques, it is evident that to fulfill this complicated detection system 

must be equipped with a versatile computation platform. 

 

1.2 Contributions and Thesis Outline 

 In view of the aforementioned limitations of current NQR detection systems, an FPGA 

based pulsed NQR spectrometer is proposed in this work. FPGA is used to perform the entire 

digital task required for spectrometer such as Pulse Programmer, DDS, Digital Receiver 

composed of quadrature demodulator, a low pass FIR filter and data acquisition. Also, the 

analog peripheral components such as pre-amplifier, cross diodes and quarter wave 

transformer (used for isolation of transmitter and receiver) and Probe (Coil designing along 

with resonance circuits) were designed and developed as part of this thesis.  

In the field, the time of detection is the important parameter. The quantities that limit 

time of detection mainly are the SNR and the relaxation time of the material. The latter being 
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the property of the material, it severely limits the rate at which the signal can be acquired. 

The only option to improve the SNR is by improving the signal detection technique. To 

improve SNR per unit time several other techniques have been used i.e. FIR filter, wavelet 

transform and adaptive filter. FIR filter is generally based on prior knowledge of spin echo. 

Wavelet transform is not suitable due to computational complexity. Adaptive filter algorithms 

are used in this work as these do not need prior knowledge of the signal and also the 

parameters of adaptive filter, changes to meet the optimization parameters. The detailed 

discussions of the contributions are presented in rest of the chapters. 

Second chapter is NQR background which presents the principles of NMR and NQR. Apart 

from these this section also focuses on NQR signal model. 

Third chapter is the NMR/NQR detection system which presents traditional NQR system 

design, NMR/NQR probe, sensitivity of NQR detection, radio frequency interference and NQR 

signal processing. Finally an overview of developed FPGA based pulsed 
14

N NQR 

spectrometer is presented.  

Fourth chapter is the Implementation of spectrometer which illustrates the design and 

implementation of the NMR/NQR spectrometer. All the components of the developed system 

are explained.  

Fifth chapter is the results chapter that presents the experimental results of the NMR/NQR 

spectrometer. It elaborates on the NMR and NQR signal detection system and its 

performance.   

Sixth chapter is Post processing of NQR signals that presents the results of the NMR/NQR 

spectrometer concerned with the post processing of NQR signals. It elaborates on the 

adaptive filters and wavelet transforms , adaptive noise cancellation, adaptive line enhancer, 

adaptive filter structure, related algorithms and system performance. It further presents the 

simulation results of the proposed technique.   
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Seventh chapter is  Summary and Future work which is  last chapter that explains about the 

summary of outcomes obtained through the results section as well as provides conclusion to the 

research followed by best strategies to be adopted for further explosive detection with 

NQR/NMR spectrometer with specific reference to FPGA and signal processing in an effective 

way. 
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Chapter 2 

 

 

Nuclear Resonance Spectroscopy 

 
Originally conceptualized and observed by I. I. Rabi [39], technology of NMR 

developed in instrumentation and theory along with the development of RF technology 

during the world war and later commercial instruments for observation of NMR and 

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) were available for various companies. NQR however 

remained as a specialized field and the development in this field was limited to specialized 

applications like mine and drug detection.  The theoretical development in NMR is very 

advanced to the extent that NMR devices are being developed for quantum computing 

purposes [40].  

 
   2.1 NQR Theory 

This section describes the basic principle behind NMR/NQR and elementary detection 

techniques used for observing signal. 

 

    2.1.1 Principles of NMR 

Most of the atomic nuclei possess a non zero spin.  Given in the table given below are 

the information on the origin and value of spin observed in various nuclei.  

 

Table 2.1 Spin of Nuclei 

Mass number  Atomic Number  Spin Example  

Even Even 0 
4
He,

12
C,

16
O 

Odd Odd 1/2,3/2,5/2(Half Integer) 
1
H,

15
N 

Even  Odd  1,2,3(Integer) 
2
H,

14
N 
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 These tiny magnets, when placed in a uniform magnetic field (  ), orient in      directions 

with respect to     This is known as the Zeeman Effect.  

For nucleus with spin        (e.g. 1H, 13C, 
15

N, 19F, and 31P),       is = 2 states. 

Thus, whenever the nuclei are in a magnetic field, a nucleus with spin =1/2 can be in one of the 

two states. These two states correspond to the orientation of spin in the direction and opposite 

to the direction of the applied field. The energy of the parallel orientation is less than energy 

of the anti-parallel orientation. The transition of the nuclei from one orientation to the other 

can be achieved by applying electromagnetic (EM) radiation of energy (h), which is equal to 

the energy difference of the two orientations., Here h is the Planck’s constant and  is the 

frequency of EM radiation. 

The magnetization of the sample nuclei is the sum of all the individual nuclear magnetic 

moments (spins). There is a slight excess of nuclei oriented with the magnetic field, i.e. in the 

lower energy state, such that the sum will yield a magnetization ( ) along the positive z-axis. It 

is noteworthy that the total magnetization and not the magnetic moment of an individual 

nucleus which determines an NMR signal.  

Classically, the magnetic moment of a spinning nucleus precesses with a 

characteristic angular frequency, which is called Larmor frequency. (Fig 2.1)  

 

 

Fig 2.1 Nuclei placed in Magnetic Field Bo (classical picture)  
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Larmor frequency is given by: 

                                                              [2.1] 

where γ is gyro magnetic ratio and Bo is applied magnetic field. 

In relation to quantum mechanics, the      orientation determines that a nucleus magnetic 

moment taken against an external magnetic field is not of equal energies. The Hydrogen 

nucleus (proton) has a spin         and its magnetic quantum number (    ) can take values  

     and therefore results in two possible orientations. The two orientations have 

corresponding energies   
 

 
  

 

  
    , which results in energy difference (Fig 2.2) of: 

      
 

  
                                              [2.2] 

where h is Planck's constant (6.63 x 10-27 erg sec). Replacing      , we get the 

resonance condition          

 

 

Fig 2.2 Energy level diagram for nuclei of spin I = ½. 

 

From Macroscopic view, the NMR phenomenon can be explained as shown in Fig 2.3 and 

2.4 [6]. As demonstrated in the figure, the addition of all unevenly distributed magnetic 

moments results to net Magnetization (M). At thermal equilibrium, in the presence of large 

static field   , M aligns with   . This is shown in Fig 2.3. When M is perturbed from 

-1/2     (h/2 ) 

 1/2 γ    (h/2 ) 

1/2 
 ΔE  =  γ (h/2 )    =  h  
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alignment with    , it exhibits precessional motion about the axis     , which is generally in z 

direction.  

 

Fig 2.3 Classical picture of nucleus in static field Bo 

 

Fig 2.4   Precession of Magnetization after 90
o
 pulse 

 

The magnetization vector can be decomposed into transverse component Mxy and 

longitudinal component Mz. At thermal equilibrium M is aligned with     thus Mz=Meq, Mxy = 

0 and precession is not visible. However when another magnetic field that is orthogonal to     

perturbs M from equilibrium, Mxy is non-zero and precession can be observed. Precession is 

most obvious when M is perturbed 90
o
 from Bo as shown in Fig 2.4 a). After the Magnetization 

is perturbed from equilibrium it begins to realign with Bo while it is precessing (Fig 2.4 b and 

Fig 2.4 c). This process is called relaxation, which induces an RF signal oscillating at the NMR 

frequency which can be picked up by nearby coil. 
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 2.1.2 Principles of NQR  

 

 
The NQR working principles are similar to those of NMR. The only difference is in the 

interaction between nuclear magnetic moment and the external magnetic field, where unlike 

NMR, NQR exploits the interaction between the electric quadrupole moment of nucleus and 

EFG that surrounds the nucleus. Therefore, NQR does not require an external magnetic field. 

Atomic nuclei with spin I > 1/2, such as 
14

N (I = 1), 
17

O (I = 5/2), 
35

Cl (I = 3/2), 
63

Cu(I=3/2) 

possess a non spherical charge distribution (shape) and hence a quadrupole moment.   In NQR, 

the electric quadrupole moment (denoted by Q) interacts with EFG of the non-cubic crystal site 

which, much like the Zeeman Effect of NMR, results in the energy splitting of the nucleus, 

depend on its orientation with respect to EFG. This quadrupole moment is associated with the 

non-spherical charge distribution. The      energy levels for nuclei (spin =1) (Fig 2.5) 

having quadrupole moment are given by:  

 

    
 

 
                 

  

 
    [2.3] 

 

All the three possible transition frequencies are:  

   
 

 
     ,                                        

 

 
        [2.4] 

 

Where,                                        
     

  
     [2.5] 

Where,   
    

 
    represents the nuclear quadrupole interaction between Q and EFG. Also, η is 

asymmetry parameter of EFG [11]. 
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Fig 2.5 Energy splitting and resonance frequencies for spin I = 1 nuclei. 

The three frequencies (Fig. 2.5) are well separated and can be excited and observed 

individually. These frequencies are proportional to principal values of EFG tensor around the 

nuclei, which further depends on factors such as bonding, valence electrons etc. Some of the 

materials containing nitrogen have multiple molecules on crystal lattice. Each of these 

molecules may have several 
14

N nuclei that experience different local EFGs, where the 

different NQR frequencies are determined by its chemical structure. Thus, NQR signal is 

unique for each type of materials [41]. Additionally, the 
14

N NQR transitions in various solids 

including some of the explosives fall in the frequency range 500 kHz to 6 MHz.  

For the detection of materials containing 
14

N, one of the resonance frequencies that 

carry the strongest energy is captured and regarded as the feature frequency of the sample 

material. However, in real time, due to imperfections in crystal lattice, the actual NQR signal 

has a line width. The energy absorbed by the nuclear spins induces a voltage that can be 

detected by a suitably tuned coil, amplified to the level of observation on an oscilloscope. 

As explained for NMR, NQR detection can be explained by irradiation and precession 

of 
14

N spins. Before the application of RF pulse, the 
14

N spins are along reference axis. The 

RF pulse is high power pulse (in kW) at resonance frequency. The width of RF pulse is 

denoted by τ. This RF pulse is applied to a coil that contains the sample to induce an 

oscillating magnetic field (  ). The magnetic field tilts the 
14

N spins from the reference axis 
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by an angle   , which depends on the power and duration of RF pulse. 

                                                    [2.6] 

The power requirements of the RF transmitter used in an NMR /NQR experiment 

depend not only on   of the nucleus but also on the sample coil geometry. It has been shown 

that B1 power in the sample coil is given by [42]. 

              
                           [2.7] 

Where    is transmitter power in watts;   is the quality factor of the probe,   is 

resonance frequency in MHz and V is the volume of the sample coil in cm
3
. 

During the process where the 
14

N spins precess back to the equilibrium state, a 

decaying RF signal, called FID signal, is emitted and can be detected. The time constant by 

which nuclear spin systems returns back to the equilibrium state is called spin –lattice 

relaxation time (  ). As the NQR signal has narrow band spectrum, the NQR frequencies of 

the 
14

N nuclei will be slightly different from the ideal values. 

When 
14

N spins precess after the RF pulse is applied, the small frequency difference 

from different spins lead to phase differences between the signals, due to which they add up 

incoherently and cancel out. This occurs before the spins return to the equilibrium state. The 

time constant for FID decay is denoted by    
 , which is affected by the molecular structure 

and current condition of the sample. Therefore, even for the same material,   
  may vary from 

sample to sample. The strength of FID signal depends on the flip angle     Highest NQR 

signal is achieved when   π   thus, the pulse width that results to maximum FID signal 

power is referred as π   pulse width. The FID signal induced by one excitation of RF pulse is 

weak (µV) and thus, the SNR of the signal is low to make an accurate detection. Thus, most of 

the NQR detection systems perform the detection by repeating the detection cycle. Also the 
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NQR FIDs are acquired in time intervals between the RF pulses. The numbers of NQR FIDs 

are averaged to increase the SNR such that the detection accuracy can be improved. The nuclei 

has to begin with equilibrium state for each individual detection cycle, for this reason, the 

spacing between the pulses (    ) should be longer than 5T1 to guarantee this initial condition. 

The other type of NQR signal that can be generated is called spin echo. It requires two 

RF pulses with different phases to produce an echo signal. FID and spin echo signals are 

shown in Fig 2.6. The mechanism of generating echo signals can simply be interpreted as 

refocusing the out of phase FIDs.  

 

Fig 2.6. FID and Spin Echo in time domain. 

 

After application of first     
RF pulse, an FID is generated. As the 

14 
N spins have 

slightly different NQR frequencies, the spins are soon out of phase and resultant NQR FID 

decays at a faster speed. Then a second 180
o
 RF pulse is applied after a spacing of   . Thus, all 

out of phase 
14

N spins are flipped by 180
o
 which makes the spins start to precess in opposite 

direction. Hence, the spins are refocused at time    after second pulse and spin echo is 

radiated. Formation of spin echo in NQR is similar to its formation in NMR which is shown in 

Fig 2.7. 
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Fig 2.7 The Status of magnetic moments during spin echo generation 

 

Fig 2.7 illustrates the formation of spin echo from magnetic dipole moments view. In the 

beginning, the Magnetization M is at its equilibrium state (in the direction of external 

magnetic field) shown in (a). After the pulse width    it rotates with angle of    as shown in 

b) and then these spins start to dephase immediately as some precess faster, and some slower, 

than the average as shown in Fig c). As the spins move further out of phase with each other 

they don’t add together as effectively and the sum of all the spins starts to decrease (or 

“decay”). Application of 180
o
 pulse flips the spins in the transverse plane. The spin phases are 

reversed, the faster ones and slower ones have flipped their positions (Fig d).  From this new 

starting point the spins continue to precess at their individual rates. As the spins continue to 

precess they are now rephasing instead of dephasing. After rephasing for a time    (same as 

dephasing time), an echo forms (Fig e). The Echo signal is named as Hahn echo to honour 

Edwin Echo, who first demonstrated the echo signals in NMR experiments [43]. 
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2.2 NQR Signal Model 

 

As discussed in previous sections there are two popular methods of observing NQR 

signals i.e. observing FID using a single pulse excitation and observing spin echo using a 

double pulse sequence. The choice of the sequence depends mainly on   
  of the sample 

material. For a long relaxation time of milliseconds, as in the case for 
14

N signal from 

NaNO2, a single pulse sequence is appropriate.  Depending on the detection environments 

and experimental setup, the noise and interference may corrupt the NQR signals. Thus, the 

noise corrupted FID signal    is modeled as linear combination of signal     with strength     

and background noise     as shown in equation no.2.7 [44]: 

                                                             [2.7] 

 

Where,        is the NQR response signal,       is the background noise, which is assumed 

to be Gaussian random process with mean value zero. The pure FID signal       is modeled 

as: 

        
  

  
 
                                 [2.8] 

 

Where,   
  denotes decay time constant and    denotes the difference between FID frequency 

and reference frequency. The reference frequency is the frequency of RF excitation pulse, 

which may vary slightly from FID frequency. 

The FID signal model is fairly simple and straightforward to understand. The echo signal 

sequence, however, is very complicated to model as it results from two RF pulses and 

comprises of multiple decaying factors. An NQR echo signal sequence induced by RF 

excitation pulse sequence can be represented by:  
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                                   [2.9] 

Where,         
    denotes echo train decay constant, and sinusoidal damping constant. 

Also,     is the time interval between the first and second pulse. 

2.3 Summary 

This chapter provides a brief introduction to the NMR and NQR techniques by 

comprehensively emphasizing on the principles of both the techniques. The NMR utilizes the 

interaction between the nuclear magnetic moment and external magnetic field, while NQR 

exploits the interaction between electrical quadrupole moment of the nucleus and electric 

field gradient that surrounds the nucleus. Thus, the advantage of the NQR over NMR is that 

 NQR does not require the presence of an external magnetic field. 

The detection of explosive detection via NQR is based on the presence of nitrogen 

14
N, as all explosives contain nitrogen. As the frequencies of the nitrogen nuclei contained in 

explosives and other materials are different, explosives can be efficiently and uniquely 

identified by 
14

N NQR frequency. For these types of materials, the excitation by an applied 

RF pulse will lead to the transmission of 
14

N spins from equilibrium state to an excited state. 

After the RF pulse, the spins precess back to equilibrium state and thus emit NQR signals. 

These signals can be captured by the coil. As the SNR of NQR signals are weak (< -60dB), 

an RF pulse sequence might be used instead of single RF pulse to improve the SNR. There 

are two types of NQR signals that can be captured during detection, FID and echo signals.  
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Chapter 3 

 

   NMR/NQR Detection System 

Original NQR systems are continuous wave systems where the nuclei are continuously 

excited with low power (in Watts) frequency scanned RF signal.  The impedance variation 

observed due to the resonance served as the signal.  The continuous wave spectrometers are not 

in use any more hence it is not being discussed here.  The Pulsed technique uses short pulses 

(µs) of intense RF and observes the FID or the spin echo. In this chapter configurations of 

pulsed spectrometers are discussed. The author further proposes an FPGA based pulsed 
14

N 

NQR spectrometer.  

 

3.1 Pulsed NQR System Design Requirements  

 

An NQR system, in general, is composed of four modules, namely, transmitter module, 

probe module, receiver module and computer control module. The transmitter section is 

designed to excite the nuclei using a high power (kW) RF pulse; hence it is comprises of an RF 

source, a pulse programmer and a power amplifier. The receiver section is designed to receive 

weak signal (µV) following the strong excitation and it comprises of a preamplifier, detectors, 

and filters. The computer control could produce the required pulse sequence for excitation of 

nuclei; however it is designed to acquire, digitize, store and process the data.  In highly 

sophisticated commercial systems the computer control module runs the entire process.  
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3.1.1 Transmitter Section 

The transmitter consists of RF signal generator of sinusoidal frequency and amplifiers 

to boost the RF signals to the desired level (typically 1 kW). For pulsed NMR/NQR, the 

irradiation must be modulated into pulses. For this purpose, the simplest scheme is to have an 

oscillator which works at low voltage level (typically TTL) that can be switched on and off. 

However a more common scheme used in pulsed NMR/NQR is gating continuous RF signal 

with TTL logic pulses using the amplitude modulation technique. This low voltage signal is 

then amplified by the power amplifier to generate the high power excitation signal. 

While the transmitter delivers high power (kW) signals to NQR probe during the 

excitation period, a switch is needed to isolate the sensitive receiver from the high voltage. 

During the receiving period, the switch connects the receiver to the probe and disconnects the 

transmitter section. Since NQR signals are extremely weak (of the order of µV), the switch 

needs to have low signal attenuation while it is connecting the probe to the receiver section. 

Also, the switch should have a fast (a few µs) switching capability for collecting FID signals. 

Programmability is another property that enables the successful detection of FID or 

echo. To adapt the RF pulses to various samples, the parameters of RF pulses such as pulse 

width, gap between two pulses, and frequency and amplitude of the RF signal must be 

programmable. 

  

3.1.2 NMR/NQR Probe 

The job of an NQR probe is twofold. It is required to produce the RF magnetic field that 

is sufficiently strong to excite the nuclei and required to be sensitive enough to detect the weak 

signal after the excitation is complete.  The most suitable probe circuit for this purpose is the 

tuned LCR tank circuit.  The Fig 3.1 shows series and parallel tank circuits that can be used for 

this purpose. Since in the tuned condition, the tank circuits have extreme impedances (zero or 
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infinity theoretically), the transfer of power into the coil as well as transfer of signal from the 

coil require additional components that could match the impedance of these circuit to the 

output/input impedances of the amplifiers.  This is typically achieved by making use of 

standard impedance configuration for the components in the circuit and matching the probe 

impedance to that value. The author has used 50 Ohm components where as 75 Ohm standard 

configurations are also available commercially.   

 

 

 Fig 3.1 The parallel and series LC probe. 

 

The Q factor of the tank circuit plays an important role in amplifying the exciting signal 

further.  However this is both a boon and a bane as the voltages in the coil could easily go 

beyond the breakdown voltages of the various components of the circuit and result in 

breakdown or sparking etc.  So the probe needs to have a good insulation and need to use 

components with high voltage ratings wherever required.  A coil always has a resistance 

associated with it and the same serves as a damping to the Q of the circuit. One may add 

additional resistances to the circuit in order to further dampen the Q or for the purposes of 

matching the impedance of the probe with rest of the electronics.  The high Q is also associated 

with a long recover time (ringing) of the probe.  Additional circuitry can be used in such case to 

switch the Q to dampen the ringing [45]. 
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In most of the modern circuits, a single coil is used for both excitation of the nuclei and 

detection of signals.  This poses some stringent requirement of the probes and additional 

circuitry to isolate the excitation and detection circuits. 

 In some of the designs [46] [18], the transmitter and receiver coils are different, which 

simplifies the electronics and also makes it easier to optimize the independent requirements of 

both transmitter and receiver. However, mechanically, the cross coil arrangement is more 

complicated than the single coil system because a larger volume is required in the crossed coil 

arrangement. Moreover isolating the transformer coupling between the excitation coil and the 

receiving coil could be quite a challenge. 

Several designs have been proposed for NQR coil. For lab designed spectrometers, a 

simple solenoid is often employed, where the sample under study is placed inside the coil that 

enables the effective utilization of the magnetic fields. For field applications requiring the 

detection of chemical compounds, a flat pattern coil is often used. There are also some coil 

designs that provide more robust interference rejection [47]. In order to make the receiver 

configuration simpler, it is observed that the parallel tank circuit is more desirable for an NQR 

probe.  

 

3.1.3 Receiver Section  

The receiver section should provide the amplification of the weak NMR/NQR signal( 

µV) with minimum degradation and distortion. It should also be able to detect the RF signals 

for display and measurement. The total gain required in NMR/NQR receiver is typically 

between 60-100 dB. The NMR/NQR frequency is amplified by about 20-30 dB and then 

converted to a fixed intermediate frequency (IF) by mixing with a local oscillator frequency 

derived from the transmitter. This provides a more stable receiver and allows most of the 

amplification at the fixed frequency. 
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For pulse application, it is necessary to deactivate the receiver during transmitter pulses 

to prevent overload and subsequently avoid slow recovery for gaining optimum performance, 

which can be achieved using RF switch as discussed in section 3.1.1. 

The output of the mixer contains both the sum and difference frequencies of the two 

inputs, only one of which is at the desired frequency. The unwanted frequency is easily rejected 

by limiting the bandwidth at the following receiver stages. 

 

3.1.3.1 Sensitivity of NQR Detection 

The RF signal resulting from the nuclear precession is extremely weak; the voltage 

signals picked up by the NQR probe are of the order of µV. The signal strength is at the same 

power level as the thermal noise in the NQR coil. Hence, the major concern in the NQR 

detection system design is the low SNR.  

Fig 3.2 demonstrates the traditional NQR probe, where         is the inductance of NQR 

coil. For this type of NQR probe, a power matching network is usually used to form the input 

impedance of 50Ω, which further matches the output impedance of driving power amplifier in 

transmitter section with receiving signal amplifier in receiver section. The power matching 

scheme is referred as 50Ω power matching network. 

 

    

Fig 3.2 The NQR probe with 50Ω matching network 
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The NQR voltage signal is proportional to quality factor Q of the NQR coil, thus a high 

Q value (100) is desired during the excitation and detection period, but just after excitation 

pulse Q has to be low to reduce the ringing time of probe. That can be done through Q damping 

circuit to switch Q to a low value during the emergence of ringing. After the ringing 

suppression, the Q value can be shifted to the higher value.  

The thermal noise of the NQR probe is the main contributor of noise. The thermal noise for 

NQR probe is given by: 

 

                              
                                                             [3.1] 

 

where   is the bandwidth of the NQR signal and    is the boltzman constant. 

In this case, the Signal      to noise      ratio (SNR) is defined as   
  

   
 
 

In realistic detection systems, the pre–amplifiers in detection stage also contribute to the 

noise power. The noise factor of detection system is defined as the ratio of total output noise 

power of the system to the portion of output noise generated due to the input noise power. As 

the noise factor is mainly constrained by the first amplifier stage, a low noise amplifier is 

desired to amplify the NQR signals initially. 

Another method to improve the SNR is to average the signal obtained over many 

detection cycles. Signal being coherent adds up linearly while the incoherent noise adds only as 

the square root of the number of cycles averaged. Hence, if n signal cycles are added, the noise 

voltage goes up by     while NQR signal voltage goes up by   
.Thus, the SNR (voltage) is 

increased   -fold. 
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3.1.3.2 Radio Frequency Interference 

As the NQR signals are inherently weak (µV), they are vulnerable to RFI from other 

sources as well. The interfering sources may include electrical equipment, power lines and 

most severely, commercial and amateur radio stations. Depending on the distance from the 

interfering source, they can be divided into two categories, i.e., Far field RFI and near field 

RFI. Commercial AM radios whose frequencies range from 500 kHz-1.5 MHz are the biggest 

far field RFI sources, which are mostly uniformly distributed. On the contrary, the near field 

RFI is generated from the source close to test equipment. It can also come from NQR test 

equipment itself. If no precaution is taken, the ratio of NQR signal to RFI power can be as low 

as -60dB [1]. So far, the most effective method for rejecting RFI is shielding. 

For lab testing and stationary security screeners, shielding the testing sample and the 

detection system is feasible. But for field applications such as landmine detection, the targets 

cannot be enclosed.  

There is another RFI cancelling method, where one or more multiple auxiliary probes 

(RFI probes) are employed, dedicated to picking up RFI. Whereas, RFI can be picked up by 

both the RFI probe and NQR probe, the NQR signals can only be sensed by NQR probe. The 

RFI captured by RFI probes is subtracted from the signals captured by NQR probe such that the 

RFI portion is suppressed, and the NQR signal is left for detection. The assumption made is 

that the RFI probes can only pick up RFI and not the NQR signals. This is possible if RFI 

probes are positioned far enough from the NQR test sample such that the NQR signals vanish 

to a much lower level than the noise power level [25].  Another assumption is that the RFI 

signals on the NQR probe and RFI probes are correlated. 
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3.1.3.3 NQR signal post processing 

The SNR of NQR measurements is determined by both the statistical properties of the 

noise and selection of pulse sequence parameters. The standard approach of improving the 

SNR uses multi-pulse sequence that facilitates coherent signal averaging [48]. The other 

method includes correlation detection [49] and matched filter [50]. The key point of both 

methods is that the interference and noise generated are eliminated through the commencement 

of correlation processing between the acquisition NQR signal and the local signal of the same 

frequency. Nonetheless, these methods have limitations due to phase and intensity uncertainties 

in the NQR signal. They also meet difficulties in accurate measurements of the temperature in 

the environment. Also, traditionally, the signal is first demodulated with the known NQR 

frequency, and then digitized. However, to avoid the loss of information, direct digitization 

without demodulation is preferable. 

From hardware perspective, direct digitization without demodulation requires a much 

higher sampling frequency. With the advancement of ADC circuits, the NQR signals which 

range from 0.5 – 6 MHz can be oversampled with a high resolution (100 MHz) to preserve 

more useful information. Based on this hardware development, more advanced signal 

processing techniques are proposed (discussed in Chapter 1). 

 

3.2. Proposed FPGA based NMR/NQR Spectrometer  

Many NQR based detection systems have been proposed since the NQR phenomenon 

was first demonstrated in 1950’s. Depending on the different applications there have been 

various ways to build the system. No matter what configuration is adopted, the detection 

system has to meet general requirements. The traditional NQR system configuration was 

large and consisted of standalone analog devices. The challenge in the configuration was to 

reduce the size of the instrument and also to detect the weak signals by constructing a 
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specialized sensitive spectrometer system using optimum experimental techniques. Therefore, 

the goal of this work is to develop a FPGA based 
14

N NQR spectrometer, so as to overcome 

some of the limitations of the existing techniques. NQR provides a noninvasive means of 

detection by revealing the presence of 
14

N. In order to bring new ideas into practice, it is often 

necessary to make some modifications to the hardware inside the spectrometer which cannot be 

done in commercial spectrometers. Since NMR/NQR is a field in which progress has never 

declined and is likely to grow in future also, it is better to build a new spectrometer.  

The key strategy for developing this spectrometer is to fully exploit a FPGA as FPGA 

chip is composed of large number of programmable logic gates, in which digital circuits can 

be built with hardware description languages such as VHDL and verilog. FPGA circuits can 

be reused after their development as per the requirement. Individual circuits in FPGA run 

concurrently with reconfigurable capability. FPGA can realize any digital circuits with 

limitations set by the available number of logic elements and the operation speed. The 

proposed FPGA based spectrometer employs a single FPGA, which performs all the digital 

jobs required for NMR/NQR spectrometer including pulse programmer, direct digital 

synthesizer (DDS), digital receiver composed of quadrature demodulator and a low pass filter 

and PC interface for data transfer. The block diagram of proposed spectrometer is shown in 

Fig 3.3. 

 

Fig 3.3 Block Diagram of Proposed FPGA based NQR spectrometer. 
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Thus, the proposed FPGA based NQR instrument is designed using a digital 

technique which includes a FPGA chip, ADCs, and DACs. With the field programmability, 

the digital part of an NQR instrument could be constructed with FPGA resulting in a compact 

and completely programmable NQR instrument with high sensitivity (detect in range of µV) 

and suitability for applications such as mine detection, noninvasive compound identification 

etc. Moreover, by adding a permanent magnet of uniform field, one could carry out NMR as 

well which can be a useful tool for quantitative analysis of trace elements such as Proton, 

Tritium, and Deuterium etc.  

 

3.3. Summary 

This chapter has presented the design requirements for the traditional NQR detection 

system. It is comprehended that the NQR detection system usually consists of an NQR probe, 

transmitter section, and receiver section. Further, the design concerns and commonly used 

methods for detection of diverse materials are discussed. The traditional NQR detection 

system and their limitations for each section are briefly reviewed. Lastly, the chapter 

discusses the proposed spectrometer for efficient detection system. 
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Chapter 4 

  

Implementation of proposed NMR /NQR spectrometer 

A schematic diagram of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 4.1 and photograph is 

shown in Fig 4.2.  Single coil configuration is used in this setup where the same coil is used 

for exciting the nuclei as well as for detecting the signal. The FPGA part of the spectrometer 

houses a Direct Digital Synthesizer (DDS) as a RF generator, a pulse sequencer to coherently 

switch on and off the RF oscillations. The resulting low power (mW) RF pulses are then 

amplified by a RF Power amplifier which delivers the power to the probe circuit.  

The signal generated in the coil after the excitation, is amplified by the low noise 

amplifier, passed through a band-pass filter to limit the noise, and digitized before being 

mixed with the reference signal from the oscillator. In the digital domain the mixer and low 

pass filter blocks together perform the operation of in-phase –quadrature or I-Q detection. 

The reference consists of two channels one in phase and the other quadrature , essentially two 

sinusoidal signals of the resonance frequency, differing in phase by 90 degrees.  In the block 

‘mixer’ these two reference signals multiply with the incoming digitized signal. The sum-

frequency component generated in the multiplication process is filtered out using the low 

pass filters placed at the output of the multipliers. The difference frequency components are I 

and Q components of the detected input signal. The low pass filters also perform the job of 

limiting the band-width of the detected I and Q components. This detection scheme lets us 

detect not only the amplitude of the signal but also the phase of it.  The detected signal is 

stored in the RAM, also implemented in the FPGA.  
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Fig 4.1. Schematic diagram of FPGA based NQR spectrometer 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig 4.2   Photograph of the FPGA based NQR/NMR spectrometer developed in Electronics 

Division. 
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4.1 Specifications of the Instrument. 

Specifications of the NQR instrument: Frequency between 0.5 – 6 MHz; pulse lengths 

between 1-500 µs; RF pulse power up to 200 watts and acquisition time of 50 ms. The 

developed spectrometer consists of:   

 Transmitter, which consists of RF power amplifier to provide 13.5 MHz RF signal of 

power 200 W  

 Probe which can be tuned to observe 
14

N, 
1
H , 

2
H signals. 

 Receiver, which consists of preamplifier (80dB gain), band pass filter  

(cut off frequency 4.64MHz, Band Width- 500 kHz), ADC and DAC 

 FPGA module, which consists of pulse programmer (pulse length =1-500 µs, 

Acquisition time 0- 10s) DDS (0 -6MHz), gate, quadrature demodulator, FIR low pass 

filter (cut off 30 kHz).  

 Computer controlled module, which is used for command/data transfer. 

 

4.2 Transmitter Section 

 The transmitter section is designed to excite the nuclei using a high power RF pulse 

(hundred of watts), thus the transmitter of a proposed FPGA based NQR spectrometer is 

composed of RF Power Amplifier, Direct Digital Synthesizer, Pulse Programmer and 

Generator from which RF power amplifier was available in- house at ED. 

 

4.2.1 RF Power Amplifier  

The power amplification is carried out using a 500 W, 27 MHz, class AB RF power 

amplifier in two stages and is housed in two different instrumentation bins [51]. The total gain 

of the RF amplifier is 54 dB. The amplifier used is capable of continuous wave operation. 

Continuous or pulsed RF sinusoidal input to this amplifier comes from a driver stage which is 
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capable of producing 4 W. This driver amplifier is housed in a separate instrumentation bin. 

The instrumentation bin also houses the DC power supplies, control electronics board, micro 

controller card and display module on its front panel. The 500 W RF power is generated in the 

main power amplifier bin. In the main power amplifier, using a 4:1 splitter, 4 W RF power is 

split to get four 1 W drive signals to four power stages. N channel enhancement type MOSFET 

has been used in the power stages. Four 150 W power stages have been combined to get 500 W 

RF power using a 4:1 power combiner. The power amplifier stages are arranged so as to reduce 

the EMI between the stages. The output power is available through a directional coupler on the 

front panel on an N type connector. Control electronics have been developed to monitor various 

parameters of the RF amplifier and also to protect the amplifier against over temperature and 

over-drive. RF input to the amplifier is switched off if any of these conditions occur. 

The forward and reflected powers from the directional coupler are routed to the front 

panel through the control electronics board. Electronics has also been developed to display the 

forward and reflected power and temperature on the front panel. The RF power amplifier can 

safely withstand a reflected power of 65 W. In the event of a heavy load mismatch condition at 

high RF output the forward power will be limited to 65 W so as to protect the RF devices.  The 

unit is air cooled and 19” rack mountable. Two AC fans with air flow capacity of 280 CFM 

have been used for cooling purposes. It is observed that the temperature is less than 70 
o
C on 

the heat sink when measured very close to the power MOSFETs. The transistors are mounted 

directly on a copper heat spreader with thickness of 1 cm. The surface smoothness is important 

and special care has been given to it. The heat spreader is then attached to the main heat sink 

made of aluminum. Heat sink compound is used at all thermal interfaces and the recommended 

transistor mounting procedure has been followed. 
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4.2.1.1 Control electronics 

The RF input signal from a signal generator is given to the pre-amplifier bin through the 

control electronics board. An RF switch is placed in the drive path to the low power stages on 

the board. It is made off in case of overdrive or over temperature. This will switch off the RF 

input signal to the pre amplifier. If the reflected power exceeds more than 65 W, the output of 

the main RF amplifier will be limited to 65 W using a limiter. A filter has been used after the 

limiter so as to remove the higher harmonics. The reflected power has to be brought down 

below 10 W so as to increase the forward power again.  

 

4.2.1.2 Measurement of temperature, Forward and reflected power 

Temperature of the heat sink is measured using a temperature sensor and the voltage is 

routed to the back panel on a BNC connector. This signal is also connected to the pre-amplifier 

bin on the back panel and is connected to the micro - controller board to display the temp.  

Extreme care has been taken to avoid RF pickups on this voltage signal since it is measured 

very close to the power devices. 

The forward and reflected power pick up from the directional coupler is brought to the 

RF –DC control board. Sample of the forward and reflected power is brought to the front panel 

which can be used to calibrate the final RF output power, and also used for impedance 

matching purposes. An RF to DC converter gives DC equivalent of the forward and reflected 

power which is brought to a D type connector on the back panel. These signals   are brought to 

the pre amplifier instrumentation bin and are given to micro controller board to display the 

forward and reflected power. The DC voltage equivalent of the reflected power is also routed to 

the control electronics board so as to protect the amplifier from excess reflected power. 
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4.2.2 Direct Digital Synthesizer 

Direct Digital Synthesis (DDS) [52] is a method of producing an analog waveform 

usually a sine wave by generating a time varying signal in digital form and then performing a 

digital to analog conversion. Because operations within a DDS device are primarily digital, it 

offers fast switching between output frequencies, fine frequency resolution, and operation 

over a broad spectrum of frequencies.  

 The digital part of the phase tunable and fixed frequency DDS, denoted here as DDS, 

is built inside FPGA as a core module, while the non-digital parts, i.e., digital to analog 

conversion and low pass filter, are outside the FPGA. The output level of a digital to analog 

converter is updated in synchronism with a master clock. As a consequence of discrete 

change in the output voltage at clock rising edges, the output of a DDS circuitry contains 

signal components with the image frequencies in addition to the fundamental one. Thus, the 

output signal is passed through a low pass filter to select fundamental frequency. 

The DDS is mainly composed of a phase accumulator, a means of phase to amplitude 

conversion which can be a Look up Table (LUT), or Coordinate Rotation Digital Computer 

(CORDIC) algorithm [53] and a digital to analog converter (DAC). 

 

Fig 4.3.  Block Diagram of Direct Digital Synthesizer. 

 

The DDS circuitry shown in Fig 4.3 is basically a digital frequency divider function 

whose incremental resolution is determined by the frequency of the reference clock divided 

by the    where   is number of bits in the tuning word. The phase accumulator is a variable-
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modulus counter that increments the number stored in it each time it receives a clock pulse. 

When the counter overflows it wraps around, making the phase accumulator’s output 

contiguous. Fig. 4.4 shows the block diagram of DDS implemented in FPGA. 

 

 

Fig 4.4 Block diagram of implemented DDS in FPGA 

The phase tuning word sets the modulus of the counter that effectively determines the 

size of the increment (  Phase) that gets added to the value in the phase accumulator on the 

next clock pulse. The larger the added increment, the faster the accumulator overflows, which 

results in a higher output frequency. This unique algorithm uses a much reduced ROM look-

up table and DSP techniques to perform this function. The relationship of the output 

frequency, reference clock, and tuning word of the DDS is determined by the formula: 

   

      
      

  
                                            [4.1] 

 

where         is  Phase tuning word (PTW) 

         is       Output frequency of DDS  

               is           Internal reference clock frequency (CLK)  

          is        Length of phase accumulator 
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4.2.2.1 Implementation of LUT in FPGA 

DDS generates a sine wave using phase accumulator and phase to amplitude converter 

that has full wave sine samples stored (LUT). The phase accumulator generates phase values 

for the sine wave while phase to amplitude converter uses the phase values as address for the 

LUT. In order to reduce the size of LUT the symmetry property of sine function is taken into 

consideration and only first quarter of the sine wave is generated i.e. the values of Sin (0) to 

Sin (π/2) are only generated. Fig 4.5 shows the four quadrants of the sine wave. The ROM 

has 16 address bits even though it holds only quarter sine wave. Hence for full sine wave 

ROM the address would be 18 bit. Two MSBs are required for deciding the quadrant in 

which the wave lies. Thus there should be 64K (65586) distinct sine values in this LUT 

representing sine values. For DDS with 14 bit output ranging from -8192 to +8192, these sine 

values are scaled up by 8192 to make them 14 bit integer values (1 sign bit + 13 data bit).   

 

Fig 4.5 Four Quadrants of the Sine wave. 
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Table  4.1 : ROM addresses indicating the quadrant 

Quadrant A17 A16 A15……………. A0  Address  ROM Address 

required 

1 0        0 0………………….0 00000 0000 

0        0 1………………….1 0FFFF FFFF 

2 0        1 0………………….0 10000 FFFF 

0        1 1………………….1 1FFFF 0000 

3 1        0 0………………….0 20000 0000 

1        0 1………………….1 2FFFF FFFF 

4 1        1 0………………….0 30000 FFFF 

1        1 1………………….1 3FFFF 0000 

 

In the table 4.1, it is clear that for two consecutive addresses (0FFFF and 10000, 1FFFF 

and 20000, 2FFFF and 30000) the same address of the ROM is accessed presenting same 

output values. In order to overcome this problem a register with a singular sample is 

introduced in the memory block. On inclusion of this single value register we have a full 

quadrant, which corresponds to 2
16

+1 words. This singular register holds the peak value of 

sine function [53]. The modified table is   

Table 4.2 Modified address to ROM 

Quadrant A17 A16 A15… A0  Address   Address to 

ROM 

Data  

From 

I 0        0 0……0 00000 0000 ROM 

0        0 1……1 0FFFF FFFF ROM 

II 0        1 0……0 10000* 0000 Register 

0        1 0……1 10001 FFFF ROM 

0        1 1……1 1FFFF 0001 ROM 

III 1        0 0……0 20000 0000 ROM 

1        0 1……1 2FFFF FFFF ROM 

IV 1        1 0……0 30000* 0000 Register 

1        1 0……1 30001 FFFF ROM 

1        1 1……1 3FFFF 0001 ROM 

*During this addresses the address presented to ROM is insignificant because data from 

‘register’ is selected. These addresses are the peaks or bottom peaks of sine wave. 
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Fig 4.6. Implementation of LUT in FPGA 

 

VHDL code has been written to produce two independent outputs 90
o
 out of phase, 

which are mandatory for quadrature detection [55]. Figure 4.6 shows implementation of LUT 

in FPGA. 

 

4.2.2.2 Generation of quadrature outputs. 

To reduce the ROM area the symmetry of sine function is taken into account and thus 

the quadrature outputs are obtained by using the same ROM. The designed quadrature DDS 

system is represented in Fig 4.7. 
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Fig 4.7 Quadrature DDS system in FPGA 

 

All the communications are done from Labview to FPGA card through PCI bus, with 

   and    the value of   is calculated and sent to FPGA where phase accumulator adds this 

number to get the next value of sine wave. The quadrature outputs from DDS for    

       and           is shown if Fig 4.8 and 4.9 
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.  

Fig 4.8 Output of DDS after DAC (--- I component, --- Q component). 
Time base: 500ns/unit 

 
 

 

Fig 4.9   Output of DDS after LPF (--- I component, --- Q component). 

Time base: 500ns/unit 

 

 

The resolution of DDS in spectrometer designed is fc/2
22

=10.96 Hz. 
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4.2.3 Programmable Pulse generator  

The earlier pulse programmers used several tens of integrated circuits (ICs) on several 

circuit boards and enormous wire connections among them. Here finite state machine (FSM) 

is written for programmable pulse generator using state diagram editor of active HDL 

software which is converted to VHDL code that realizes the pulse programmer inside the 

FPGA. The function of pulse generator is to generate timing sequences for enabling 

transmitter, receiver, acquisition, and pulse-modulation of RF signal used for excitation. In 

addition pulse programmer also controls the phase of RF pulses as per the requirement for the 

observation of free induction decay (FID) and spin echo by triggering the DDS at appropriate 

phase points. Following are the timing signals that are generated by pulse programmer. They 

control various parts of the spectrometer. 

1. Transmitter Enable.(1-200 µsec) 

2. Receiver  enable.(1 – 11 sec) 

3. RF modulating Pulse.(1-100 µsec) 

4. Acquisition Trigger ( 1 -10 sec) 

5. RF Phase Control (0
o
, 90

o
, 180

o
, 270

o
) 

Transmitter enable pulse is used to enable the RF power amplifier in between which RF 

pulses are sent to the probe. RF modulating pulse at resonance frequency is send to the probe 

for the exciting nuclei sitting in a probe. After the RF pulses the pulse programmer disables 

the transmitter and enables the receiver by receiver enable pulse. Now the receiver is ready to 

receive the signal for digital quadrature detection. The FSM of the pulse programmer is 

shown in Fig 4.10 and the pulses generated are shown in Fig 4.11. 
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4.2.3.1 FSM:  Programmable pulse generator 

FSM states: Reset_s, Idle_s, Start_s,  Rd_ID_tw_s, Dly_tw_s, Check_N_s, Low_TxE

n_s, Rise_RxEn_s, Rise_Acq_s, Low_Acq_s, Rise_TxEn_s,Low_RxEn_s, Dly_ID_s, 

RF_pulse_ON, Low_sStart_stp 

Variables: vNum_pulses ( Number of pulses in a sequence), vNum_ itern( Number of 

iterations), vID (initial delays) , vTw (pulse widths) , vval_Tst ( time between start and 

Transmitter enable),vval_Tpt (time between pulse end to Transmitter disable), vval_Ttr 

(Transmitter disable to Receiver Enable), vval_Tra ( Receiver Enable to Acquisition ON), 

vval_Tar( Acquisition OFF to Receiver disable), Start_stp (Start signal).These all the 

values are send to FPGA through application software. Algorithm of FSM is shown 

below. 

Signals: sTxEn, sRxEn, sStart_stp, sRF_pulse, sAcq_ON, sdds_phase_0,sdds_phase_90 
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Fig 4.10 FSM of programmable pulse generator 
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Fig 4.11. (--- Start), (---TxEn),(---RF_pulse),(--- RxEn).Time base: 500ns/unit 

 

The DDS is programmed to generate an RF frequency (reference frequency). This 

signal is routed through the phase shifter which is controlled by the pulse programmer. The 

phase shift is to provide pulses along the different axes in the vector model. By convention, 

    i)  phase shift of 0
o
 is an x-phase pulse, 

    ii) phase shift of 90
o
 is an y-phase pulse 

    iii) phase shift of 180
o
 is an -x-phase pulse 

    iv) phase shift of 270
o
 is an -y-phase pulse 

Start  

Tx_En 

RF_pulse 

Rx_En 
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RF modulating pulse can be one pulse sequence for observation of FID or a two pulse 

sequence for observation of spin Echo.VHDL code has been written for the pulses to be 90
o 
at

 x and 180
o 
at y. The two pulse sequence is shown in Fig 4.12. 

 

 

Fig 4.12 Two Pulse (90
o
at x and 180

o
 at y) on Scope(--- Pulse), (---RF) (----RF pulse) 

Time base: 1µs/unit 
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4.3 Crossed Diodes and Quarter Wave Impedance Transformer 

The high power output of transmitter to the probe needs to be isolated from the 

sensitive receiver amplifier. This can be done by using RF switch. Thus the RF switch should 

have high isolation capability to attain high transmission power efficiency. Also, the sensitive 

receiver section needs to be protected from high transmission power.  

In traditional NQR lab equipment, quarter-wave switches [57] along with cross diodes are 

ideal for realizing this function which is implemented for the current thesis. This is shown in 

Fig. 4.13a).   

 
Fig 4.13 a) Block diagram of Spectrometer showing cross diodes 

 

 

Figure 4.13 b) Equivalent of (λ/4) cable at 4.64 MHz 

The quarter-wave switch is suitable for lab equipment. It has a very simple circuit 
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structure. Also, it cooperates with NQR systems automatically without any control circuit. Its 

low additive noise benefits detection accuracy. Though at high frequencies a suitable length of 

a co-axial cable like RG-58 itself can serve the purpose of a quarter wave line, but at the 

frequencies of our interest (viz. < 6 MHz), co-axial cables are inconvenient because of the 

long lengths so for portable field based NQR systems, it is not a practical choice.So 50 Ω 

compatible, quarter wave π-sections have been used for this spectrometer explained in 

Fukushima et al [58].  

Between the RF power amplifier and the probe there is a pair of cross diodes which 

show high series impedance when the transmitter is off and a low impedance during the 

pulses. Thus between the pulses, the power amplifier and its associated noise is isolated from 

the probe circuit. The signal from the probe circuit passes through a quarter wave line to reach 

another pair of cross diodes which are shunted to ground at the input of pre-amplifier. The 

diode shorts the pre-amplifier end of the cable when transmitter is on, thus protecting the 

sensitive pre amplifier from high RF power out from the power amplifier. Between pulses, the 

voltage across the diodes is too small to turn them on, and they act like an open circuit, letting 

the NQR signal to pass to the preamplifier. 

A quarter wave transmission line acts a transformer which transforms its output 

impedance          according to the equation. 

        
  
 

      
                                                                                    [4.2] 

Where            Ω is the characteristic impedance of the transmission line and         is 

input impedance of transformer. Thus, during the pulses, when the shunt diodes are acting as 

short, the input impedance of the transmission line is infinite acting as if the receiving circuit 

were completely disconnected from the probe. 
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The equivalent of (λ/4) cable for operating frequency as 4.64 MHz for NaNO2 is a 

  network shown in Fig. 4.13b). 

For different samples, different NQR frequencies demand different π sections which 

complicate the system design. A PIN diode based RF switch is used in [59].A PIN diode is a 

one kind of diode with an undoped, wide intrinsic semiconductor region between a P-type 

and N-type semiconductor region. These regions are normally heavily doped as they are used 

for Ohmic contacts. The wider intrinsic region is indifference to an ordinary p–n diode. This 

region makes the diode an inferior rectifier but it makes it appropriate for fast switches, 

attenuators, photo detectors and high voltage power electronics applications. 

 

When the PIN diode is forward biased, the charge pool is loaded with free charges so 

that the PIN diode acts similarly to a regular diode. The PIN diode will introduce a PN 

conjunction voltage drop and a low additive resistance value. The resistance value depends 

on the DC bias current for the PIN diode. When the PIN diode is reverse biased, the charge 

pool is drained up. The I layer provides high isolation between P and N so that the 

capacitance between P and N terminals is very low(around a few pF). A more interesting 

characteristic of PIN diodes is that as charging and discharging I layer requires a certain 

amount of time (usually around tens of µS), high power AC signals can be switched on and 

off with a low power DC biasing control signal.PIN Diode Based RF Switches has been used 

in [60]. 

 

As compared to Quarter wave transformer the drawbacks of PIN diode switches are  

1) It requires extra control and driving circuit to support PIN diodes. 

 2) It consumes power during the on-state as a DC bias current is needed to provide low 

signal attenuation. 
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Despite the drawbacks, the advantages of PIN diode switches are more remarkable. 

 1) It can be integrated in a compact volume.  

2) It can be designed for range of frequencies for eg. (0.5 -6 MHz) i.e. the range of 

frequencies of the current spectrometer. 

4.4 Probe  

The probe circuit consists of the pickup coil and a pair of adjustable capacitors. The 

probe circuit is configured in such a way that with appropriate adjustment of the capacitors, 

the tuning is achieved over the desired frequency range with an input impedance of the probe 

circuit at 50. 

By matching the impedance of the probe circuit to the characteristic impedance of the 

coaxial cables carrying the signal, all of the forward power generated by the power amplifier 

is transferred to the probe circuit, and signal generated by the probe circuit is efficiently 

transferred to the detection circuitry. 

In the transmitting mode the circuit is matched to transmitter output impedance 50 

ohm and in receiving mode it is matched to optimum input impedance of pre-amplifier. 

The probe circuit used here is parallel tuned LC circuit impedance matched to 50 

ohms with a series capacitor (Fig 4.14). In order to reduce the noise the probe circuit is 

shielded inside an aluminum box and is well grounded. The coil is made mechanically stable 

by binding its turns using a resin based adhesive (Araldite ®).    
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Fig 4.14 Probe 

 

The capacitors are varied in order to tune the circuit to the resonance frequency and 

match the circuit to 50 ohms for maximum power transfer from the transmitter. For the circuit 

shown in Fig 4.9 the impedance between A and C equals 

 

         
 

    
 

            

            
 

 

    
                     [4.3] 

 

  

 
  

         
        

    
              

 

         
        

  
 

    
               [4.4] 

 

R is the resistance of coil at resonance frequency. Since the terms    
  and       

  are 

very small and negligible compared to other additive terms in equation, Thus equation [4.4] 

can be simplified to  
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         [4.5] 

In order to satisfy the matching condition the real part of eq.[4.5]  must be set to 

characteristic impedance of the connecting coaxial cable which is 50Ω by adjusting    at 

fixed frequency: 

  

         
                            [4.6] 

Thus       
       

   
                         [4.7] 

In order to obtain resonance at same frequency imaginary part of eq. [4.5] must be zero. Thus 

equating imaginary part of eq. [4.4] to zero, we get 

    
     

   
                           [4.8] 

 

Fig 4.15  Impedance of  Probe  vs  Frequency. Horizontal axis is Frequency in MHz, Vertical 

axis in left is Z_Probe in Ohms,Vertical axis in right is phase in degrees. 

The tuning and matching are achieved by maximizing the forward power and 

minimizing the reflected power.  The forward and reflected power is monitored using the 

directional coupler built in the transmitter. Fig 4.15 shows the plot of impedance of probe 

versus frequency. 
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4.4.1 Design of Coil 

As part of probe module, the RF coil combines with matching network to form a 

resonant circuit, and works under the resonant state. Ideal coil should possess uniform RF 

field, good fill factor and high quality factor (Q ≥ 100). The amplitude of RF voltage which 

appears at the terminal of the tank circuit at resonance frequency is proportional to quality 

factor of the coil thus it is advisable to use coils with high Q factor. The quality factor is 

known as Q value and it represents the ratio of inductive reactance and equivalent loss 

resistance. 

  
    

 
                                                                                        [4.9] 

Where   is the frequency,   is the inductance of the coil, and R is the total loss resistance. 

The   value is higher, the loss of the circuit is smaller, the signal amplification is stronger, 

the frequency selectivity is better, and frequency stability of resonant circuits is higher. Since 

the Q and the bandwidth has inverse relation, a very high-Q (>100) means a very low 

bandwidth. Hence very high Q is not desirable when it could interfere with signal band. Thus 

the selection of   value is the key of coil design. The range of the variable capacitors is one 

of the key constraints in the coil design. Several coils were wound and tested. The one that 

was finally used for this work was with length to diameter ratio of two has higher   value 

[56], is made out of 17 AGW copper wire and has 32 turns of 20 mm diameter of length 40 

mm. 

Smith Software is used to find the range of inductance of coil with available capacitors      

and     of (5 pF-125 pF). The capacitors used are high voltage (5kV) vacuum variable 

capacitors.  According to inductance, the coil diameter and the length of turns, the turns of 

the coil winding were calculated by induction calculation software. The coil was designed 
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and made mechanical stable by potting its turns in resin based adhesive (Araldite ®). The 

inductance of the coil is 8 H. The size of the coil and the tubes for keeping the sample were 

chosen in order to maximize the filling factor. 

  

4.5 Receiver Section   

The receiver design is extremely important since it directly determines the final 

spectrum quality. The NQR signal (along with attendant noise) is first amplified to a level of 

about several hundreds of mV. The signal is then passed to ADC. The ADC converts the 

signal from voltage to data points. This signal is then demodulated in FPGA using mixer with 

zero and ninety degree shifted reference signals which come as DDS outputs. The Receiver 

section is composed of Pre-Amplifier, Band Pass filter, ADC, Digital Demodulator, Finite 

Impulse Response (FIR) filter and Dual port RAM for data storage. 

4.5.1 Digital Quadrature Detection (DQD) 

 DQD [60] [61] works on lock in amplification technique where signal is multiplied to 

I and Q components of reference signal (Fig 4.16). If signal is s(n) and I component of 

reference signal is            and Q component of reference signal is          . 

                                                           [4.10]           

                                                        [4.11]                             

If                    

Then  

                                              [4.12] 
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                                                      [4.13] 

The lower frequency component is the desired signal. In the demodulation process the 

signal oscillating at frequency        is of interest and component at         are 

dropped off with low pass FIR filter. 

 

Fig 4.16 a) Digital Quadrature Detection 
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Fig 4.16 b) Demodulator implemented in FPGA  

4.5.2 Finite Impulse Response Filter 

An FIR filter of length M with input      and output      is described as  

 

                   
                 [4.14] 

 

Where      is the set of filter coefficients.Filter can be characterised  by its system function 

 

                
                   [4.15] 

 Coefficients of desired frequency response is calculated as  

        
 

  
  
 

   
                                [4.16] 

              
     

                          [4.17] 
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The unit sample response       is infinite in duration and has to be truncated at M-1 to yield 

an FIR filter of length M. Truncation of       is same as multiplying by a rectangular 

window defined as  

                                                  [4.18] 

                          0,      otherwise 

Thus the unit sample response of FIR filter becomes 

                                    [4.19] 

                                                

                          0,      otherwise 

 

The multiplication of window function      with       is equivalent to convolution of 

      and      , Fourier transform of      i.e 

                   
                                                          [4.20] 

 

Thus the convolution of       and      yields the frequency response of the FIR filter. i.e  

      
 

  
  
 

   
         dω                               [4.21] 

 

The Fourier transform of the rectangular window is  

           

   

   

 

=   
       

 
         

      
 

|      
       

      
                                            [4.22] 
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4.17 Magnitude response of rectangular window. 

The magnitude response of rectangular window function is shown in Fig 4.17. The 

width of the main lobe is      . Hence, as M increases, the main lobe width becomes 

narrower, However the side lobes of        are relatively high and remain unaffected by 

increase in  . Though the width of each side lobe decreases with increase in    , the height 

of each side lobe increases with increase in   such that the area under each sidelobe remains 

invariant to changes in   . As   is increased      becomes narrower and the smoothing 

provided by      is reduced. The larger side lobes of      result in undesirable ringing 

effects in the FIR filter frequency response      . These undesirable effects are best 

alleviated by use of windows that do not contain abrupt discontinuities in their time domain 

characteristics, and have low side lobes in their frequency domain characteristics. Table 4.3 

below lists several window functions that possess desirable frequency response 

characteristics of the windows. 

 

         Table 4.3 Window Functions 
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Name of Window  Time- domain sequence  

W(n), 0 ≤ n ≤ M-1 

Hamming                           

Hanning                         

Blackman                                            

 

         The frequency response characteristic of the Hanning, Hamming and Blackman 

windows is shown in Fig 4.18. All of these window functions have significant lower side 

lobes compared with the rectangular window. Also for the same value of M, the width of 

main lobe is also wider for these windows as compared to the rectangular window, as a result 

the transition region in the FIR filter response is wider. Table 4.4 summarizes these important 

frequency domain features of the various window functions. 

 

Fig 4.18 Frequency Response for Hamming, Hanning and Blackman window for M =33, Fc 

= 30 kHz and Fs =2.875 MHz 
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Table 4.4 Frequency Domain characteristics of some window functions. 

 

Window Type  Approximate Transition width of 

main lobe  

Peak side lobe(dB) 

Rectangular  4π/M -13 

Hanning 8π/M -32 

Hamming 8π/M -43 

Blackman  12π/M -58 

 

4.5.2.1 FIR filter designed for NQR spectrometer. 

Digital demodulator outputs I and Q components separately at rate of 23 MHz. The 

rate of data storage will be determined by spectral width of the NQR signal under interest 

which is at most few kHz. The oversampled data points can be used for digital filtering to get 

rid of frequency components lying outside the spectral width. Thus FIR filter with cut off 

frequency of 30 kHz can be designed but with sampling frequency of 23 MHz, the number of 

delay elements, multipliers and adders required will be more and thus needs more memory in 

FPGA. Thus sampling frequency can be decreased first by down sampling the digital 

demodulator outputs which is to be fed to FIR filters. Sampling leads to periodicity in 

frequency domain and the overlap of replicated signals in frequency domain (i.e. aliasing) is 

avoided if         (Nyquist Theorem). Anti-alias filter is required prior to down sampling 

to avoid aliasing as shown in Fig 4.19. 
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Fig 4.19 Block Diagram of FIR filter with down sampling 

 

 Here hamming window is used to design FIR filter as its peak side lobe is less as compared 

to hanning window and transition bandwidth is less as compared to Blackman window. The 

HDL code is written for FIR filter for various cut off frequencies. (shown in Fig 4.20) 

 

Fig 4.20 FIR filter implemented in FPGA. 

The two filters implemented in FPGA as shown in Fig 4.19 are 100 kHz filter(anti-

alias Filter) with      and             and other one with           ,   

         and     . The frequency response of the two filters is shown in Fig 4.21 
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Fig4.21 Frequency response of FIR filters with M=33 a) Fc=100 kHz Fs=23 MHz b) 

Fc=30 kHz Fs=2.875 MHz 

4.5.3 Data Acquisition and Signal Accumulator. 

The signal intensity of 
14

N NQR seldom exceeds the thermal noise signal therefore it can 

only be detected with high degree of reliability after multiple acquisitions. A memory module 

for storing the NQR signal is also prepared inside the FPGA using Dual Port RAM 

(DPRAM) module created by Quartus
®
- II Megawizard 

TM
 plugin Manager. In the current 

NQR spectrometer, up to 16384 data points can be stored for each of the in-phase and 

quadrature signals at the rate of clock frequency =2.875 MHz, thus the signal of 5.7 ms 

duration can be stored .  

                

Fig 4.22 DPRAM implemented in FPGA. 
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Two Dual port RAMs were created from Megawizard. First one is used to store the 

additions of the multiple acquisitions and second one the average of the acquisitions. The 

provision is made for averaging up to 4096 signals and simultaneously storing the data in first 

DPRAM, thus the size of first DPRAM is (16384 X 2
28

). The FIR outputs are stored and also 

accumulated in DPRAM1 so the rd_clk (Read Clock)  and wr_clk (Write clock) has to be 

same as rate of output of  FIR. When accumulation is over the data is divided by no. of 

signals and sent to DPRAM2 with wr_clk as same as the rate of FIR output. Then the 

averaged data is sent to PC at rd_clk =23 MHz. The block Diagram of DPRAMs is shown in 

Fig 4.22. 

4.5.4   Pre-Amplifier 

NQR signal is expected to be order of -100 dBm [62] so it needs to be amplified 

considerably before it can be observed on an oscilloscope. Three stages, each of which 

contains two amplifiers i.e. (BMC 1124 which is broadband RF amplifier of gain 14 dB 

with Noise figure of 6 dB.) are connected in series as preamplifier with total gain of 84 

dB and noise figure of 6.74 dB to achieve necessary level of amplification of signal. The 

part of receiver which is outside FPGA is shown in Fig 4.23. 

  

 

Fig 4.23 Receiver 

 

The NQR signal comes to receiver through RF switch which is controlled by pulse 

programmer and generator in transmitter section. When RF pulse is ON, the RF switch is 
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OFF and thus receiver is disconnected by RF switch and protected when RF pulse is send 

to probe i.e. when transmitter is ON. When RF pulse ends, RF switch is closed and thus 

NQR signal is sent to the receiver. The amplifier was tested without RF switch and band 

pass filter, the gain obtained was 85 dB. Gain with only RF switch connected 83.9 dB, 

with both switch and band pass filter connected the gain was 82.12 dB. Thus the loss in 

RF switch is 1.10 dBm and loss in BP filter is 1.78 dBm. 

The amplifier was tested with the whole NQR system and the minimum value which 

amplifier can detect is -100 dBm signal and as there is provision of averaging the signal 

for 4096 times, which increased the SNR by 36dB and thus it can detect the signal of -136 

dBm at the input of receiver. 

   4.5.5   Band Pass Filter 

     At the end of the preamplifier  a band pass filter  centered at NQR signal frequency is 

cascaded to further reduce the noise and improve signal to noise ratio. Filter was simulated 

using Genesys software with centre frequency 4.64 MHz and bandwidth 500 kHz is shown in 

Fig. 4.24. 

 

Fig 4.24 Band Pass filter 

4.6 Application Software  

The application software used in this work is CVI through which all communication 

to FPGA is done via PCI bus. GUI developed in CVI for present work is shown in Fig.4.25 
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Applications for pulse programmer, DDS, data acquisition, coherent averaging are 

written here. The programs can be referred in Appendix B. All the inputs like intial delays ( 

ID_0, ID_1), time width ( TW_0,TW_1), time from start to transmitter on( Tst), Time from 

transmitter off to receiver on ( Ttr), time for acquisition( T_Acqon),  time from receiver on to 

acquisition on( Tra),time from acquisition off to receiver off (Tar). Time to repeat the 

sequence(Next_seq) can be changed from application side. Similarly the frequency to the 

DDS can be changed during the experiment. Number of Averages for coherent averaging, 

filter bandwidth for FIR filter, number of pulses to observe FID or spin echo is also given 

from application side.  
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Fig 4.25 Application and GUI developed in CVI for NQR/NMR spectrometer. 
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4.7 Troubles and Rectifications 

As the design of spectrometer was over the transmitter and receiver were tested separately as 

follows. 

Receiver: The gain of the preamplifier was tested with a known small (5 micro volts) signal 

to obtain gain times the input. Then the tuned probe is connected through the preamplifier to  

the rest of the  receiver circuit and a small voltage is induced using  separate coil (6 mm 

diameter) and function generator. The output of receiver was observed. These two tests made 

sure that receiver is working and also it is sensitive to detect weak signals.   

Transmitter:  An RF pulse was applied to the sample coil through cross diodes and quarter 

wave transformer and single turn coil of 6 mm diameter was used to catch the signal to 

observe the signal on scope. This test made sure that power is actually going in the sample of 

coil. 

The sample of NaNO2 was used to observe 
14

N NQR signal. But initially with power 

of 200 W, L =8 µH, CT =115 pF CM= 18pF sparking was observed. Though the capacitors are 

high voltage vacuum variable capacitors, the voltage could reach up to Q times the applied 

voltage i.e. (100 volts (200 watts) ) which is approximately 6000 V which is a above 

capacitors rating.  The voltage at capacitors was reduced by reducing the RF power.  It was 

required to increase the pulse length to a value that is comparable to the   
  (0.7 ms) of the 

NaNO2. Thus the power was reduced to 120 W then to maximize the strength of 
14

N NQR  

π/2 pulse length  was obtained  by using  a single turn 6 mm diameter probe to calculate the 

field generated in the sample coil. The B1 of 40.63 G was obtained with the experiment and 

calculations and from equation no. [2.6] π/2 pulse width was calculated as 20 µs. Thus with 

power of 120 W and τ = 20 µs the experiment was started by scanning the frequency from 4.6 

MHz to 4.7 MHz at the intervals of 10 kHz.  
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4.9. Comparison of the current thesis with one of the similar NQR based    

       Detection system. 

The system [ 59 ]  is an customized IC based low-power compact NQR  based 

explosive detection system  which also consists of a transmitter section, an NQR probe , a 

receiver section and auxiliary modules similar to the system “ FPGA based NQR system” 

developed  as a part of this thesis. It also has an RFI probe to mitigate RFI. This system is an 

IC based system where all the front-end circuits, including LNA, pre-amplifier, analog 

adaptive filter are integrated on a customized IC with a microcontroller unit (MCU) circuit. 

The MCU is used for the coordination and timing sequence control of the system. In the TX 

section, Class-D type switching voltage power amplifier is used to provide high power 

efficiency during the transmitting period. More importantly, the Class-D power amplifier has 

very low standby power consumption during the receiving period, which is proven to be the 

most significant power saving advantage compared to traditional Class-AB power amplifiers 

used in the current thesis. 

The receiver section consists of LNAs, an adaptive filter for RFI mitigation and an 

advanced DSP platform for NQR signal processing. The LNA is an infinite input impedance 

power matching scheme, which improves noise figure and simplifies the circuit structure. A 

continuous time least mean square adaptive filter is employed to mitigate RFI in analog 

domain. 

Between transmitter and receiver, a power multiplexing scheme is used in order to use a 

single probe for both transmitting and receiving. A PIN diode based RF switch is used here in 

place of traditional quarter impedance transformer to provide high isolation during 

transmitting and low signal attenuation during receiving. 
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For the NQR signal processing, a DSP based data processing platform is to provide not only 

powerful and versatile signal processing capability, but also low volume and low power 

consumption. 

The best spectrometers those are commercially available for eg. developed by Jecmag, 

Bruker, JEOL, Varian/ Agilent are expensive, not usually capable of operating at low 

frequencies and are also not specifically designed for NQR. So the NQR spectrometer 

developed as part of the thesis cannot be compared to these spectrometers. All NQR systems 

which are developed are laboratory based systems (also discussed in Chapter 1). The table 4 

comparison between some of the laboratory based systems with the system developed as a part 

of the thesis based on general requirements for the NQR detection systems. 

Table 4.5 Comparision between various laboratory based NQR detection systems.  

General Requirements Takeda[21]  Ferrari[20] Begus[22] Zhang [83] System developed as 

part of this thesis 

Programmable 

RF sequence signal 

source 

DDS DDS Software 

Defined 

Radio(SDR) 

Digital 

oscillator 

and control 

DDS 

Power amplifier with a 

high power level 

- - Op-amp 

Based 

amplifier  

Class D Class AB 

Power multiplexing λ/4–RF 

switch 

λ/4 –RF 

switch 

- PIN diode 

RF switch 

λ/4–RF switch with 

lumped circuit 

Power matching for 

LNA 

50 Ω 50 Ω - Infinite 

input 

impedance 

50Ω 

RFI mitigation - - - Analog 

Adaptive 

filter  

ALE ,Wavelet 

Transform 

Digital Processing and 

Acquisition 

FPGA DSP SDR DSP FPGA, Lab view 

Signal processing chain 

circuit implementation 

FPGA Discrete off 

the shelf 

components 

Customized 

IC 

Customize

d IC 

FPGA 
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Chapter 5  

 

 NMR and NQR signal Detection 

As discussed in chapter 2 there are two popular methods of observing NQR/NMR 

signals i.e. FID using a single pulse excitation and spin echo using a double pulse excitation. 

The choice of the sequence depends mainly on the relaxation time (  
 ) of the sample.  For a 

long relaxation time of milliseconds as in the case for 
14

N signal from NaNO2, a single pulse 

sequence is appropriate and for a short relaxation time of microseconds as in the case NMR 

of 
1
H and 

2
H double pulse sequence is used to observe a spin echo.  

The stable nitrogen 
14

N has natural abundance of 93.6% and nuclear spin I = 1 with its 

associated nuclear electric quadruple moment of 0.0193e barns (where e is the electronic 

charge) [63]. The 
14

N NQR transitions in various solids fall in the frequency range 

0 to 6 MHz [64]. Hence 
14

N was chosen for the design. 
14

N NQR signal from sample of 20 g 

of NaNO2 was observed at a frequency of 4.64 MHz. With the addition of permanent 

magnets 
1
H and 

2
H, NMR signals from H2O and D2O were detected. Observation of Proton 

NMR is  easy as the strength of this signal is strong as compared to 
14

N NQR signals 

therefore to standardize our spectrometer, we have observed 
1
H NMR. 

5.1   
14

N NQR signal from NaNO2 

 The test of developed NQR/NMR spectrometer started with 
14

N NQR signal of 

Sodium Nitrite. The coil which is used here is of value L=6 µH, made out of 17 AGW copper 

wire and has 32 turns of 40mm length and 20mm diameter. The probe is tuned and matched 

to 50 ohms with CT = 162 pF and CM = 33 pF. Here 20g of NaNO2 is placed inside the 

solenoidal coil. RF excitation pulse length of 20 μs and power of 120 W was used for 
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excitation.  The pulse length is selected such that it is a     pulse, to get maximum amplitude 

of FID. 

First, the power was kept constant and pulse width was increased. Then pulse width 

was kept constant and the power was increased. The resultant value of 20 μs as pulse width 

and power of 120 W was obtained which matches with equation [2.6 and 2.7] approximately. 

The entire cycle is repeated after every 0.5 s (large compared to the T1 of 0.1 s) [65]. After 

RF pulse, the receiver records 5 ms of NQR signal. The detection cycle is repeated for 

averaging the NQR signal for 1024 times. The signal strength is at the expected level of 

6 µV. The 
14

N NQR signal from NaNO2 shown in Figure 5.1.The observation frequency is 

4.64 MHz where as the signal is off resonant by about 2500 Hz resulting in oscillatory FID. 

T2
*
 was calculated to be 700µs. 

 

Fig 5.1 
14

N NQR signal from NaNO2 
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5.2   
1
H NMR signal from H2O 

The NQR spectrometer was modified to NMR spectrometer by placing the coil in a 

permanent magnet. Here sample in a coil was placed between poles of a horse shoe magnet of 

magnetic field 1.35 kG and as the T2* of  proton is around 100 µs, FID will merge into 

ringing so two pulse excitation was  used to observe spin echo. The probe is modified to coil 

of 4.5 µH with CT = 178.3 pF and CM= 37.3 pF.  A small quantity of ferric nitrate is added in 

order to reduce the   ( 14s)  of pure water. 

 

 

Figure.5.2.   
1
H NMR signal from H2O . 
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Fig 5.3   T2 measurement of NMR signal of 
1
H in H2O. 

 

 

 

Fig 5.2 shows the spin echo (
1
H from H2O:FeNO3). The observation frequency is 5.765 MHz 

as per equation 2.1. We used two RF pulses with pulse widths,       µ  ,       µ  , and 

spacing between pulses as        µs, RF excitation power was about 70 W. The power and 

pulse width was selected (from equation 2.6 and 2.7) such that     is a       pulse. The entire 

cycle was repeated every 0.5 s. The signal strength was 50 µV. The trace shown in Figure 5.2 

is the signal after averaging for 256 times. The two pulse experiment was performed for 

measuring    by varying the spacing between the pulses. Figure 5.3 shows that    for 
1
H in 

water is 367 µs. 
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5.3 
2
H NMR signal from D2O 

The   for deuterium is              rad/Tesla, hence the magnet used for observing 

proton cannot be used with same setup, thus the magnet with a magnetic field of 5.85 kG was 

used here to observe the spin echo of deuterium from D2O. The probe was modified here with 

30 guage, 75 turns, length = 25mm, diameter=10mm coil of value 18.5 µH with CT =64.6 pF 

and CM =25.5 pF. The deuterium signal is shown in Figure 5.4. The observation frequency is 

3.855 MHz 

 

Fig 5.4: 
2
H NMR signal from D2O. 

 The spin echo was observed using two pulse sequence with       µ   ,   

   µ ,          .  RF excitation power was about 200 W. The widths of RF pulses for 

echo observation were calculated from eq. 2.6 and 2.7 such that    is π/2 pulse. The sequence 

was repeated for 128 times to observe the sequence.T2
*
 of 

2
H form D2O was calculated as 1 

ms.  
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Chapter 6  

 

Post processing of NQR signals 

In field, the time required to detect the NQR signal is an important parameter.  While, 

the main challenge for NQR techniques is the extremely poor signal to noise ratio (SNR), 

variations in the other parameters like temperature could also influence the signal strength 

and position. Under such conditions, improving SNR by averaging response to repetitive 

excitations could prove futile. The rate at which RF pulse has to be repeated depends on 

physical parameters of nuclear relaxation, which are,     and   . In practice we can apply a 

pulse sequence of length    and repeat the pulse sequence every    . For most of explosives 

the relaxation times are very long (100 ms - 1s) which lead to long detection times [1]. 

The signal shown in Figure 5.1 is 
14

N NQR signal observed from NaNO2.  The SNR of  

the NQR signal after one pulse was low (-12dB)  so the SNR was improved by accumulation 

of 1024 times. 

As we cannot shorten the relaxation times, much effort has been put into increasing 

the sensitivity of receiver and improving signal detection technique. To improve SNR per 

unit time several other techniques have been used i.e. FIR filter [66], wavelet transform [67], 

and adaptive filter [68]. FIR filter is generally based on prior knowledge of signal. Adaptive 

filter algorithms are used in this work as these do not need prior knowledge of signal and also 

parameters of adaptive filter changes to meet the optimization parameters. 
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6.1   Wavelet De-noising 

Wavelet, filter bank and multi-resolution are used independently in field of signal 

processing [69]. Wavelet decomposes the signal into different frequency bands and de-

noising is done in each frequency band. The efficiency of Wavelet Transform over Fourier 

Transform is compared by G.V. Mozzhukhin and S.V. Molchanov [70] and they proved that 

Wavelet Transform is better than Fourier Transform for NQR response in terms of removing 

noise. They showed result of Donoho–Johnstone method for selecting threshold value for de-

noising. De-noising is performed on every detailed coefficient. 

Nagendra H has shown that how non-stationary ECG signal is represented in time and 

frequency domain together by Wavelet Transform [71]. Soft and hard thresholding can be 

used for Wavelet Transform de-noising [72, 73]. Four different thresholding methods, 

Minimax Criterion, Sqtwolog Criterion, Rigrsure and Heursure are compared by Neema [74].  

 Fourier transform filters, which can remove noise effectively, could fail when noise 

shares the same frequency band with signal. Wavelet transform is a powerful tool in such 

cases because it provides multi-resolution analysis of same signal.  

         The basic idea behind wavelet transform based signal processing is to analyze same 

signal with different scale. Wavelet is function which satisfies certain mathematical 

requirement [75]. Wavelet function has two different parameters: dilation and translation. By 

changing dilation parameter same signal can be presented and analyzed at different 

resolution. If large window is taken in time domain then it gives small frequency information 

(low frequency signals) and small window is taken in time domain gives more information 

(high frequency signals) in frequency domain. By changing the translation parameter signal 

can be shifted left or right within same dilation parameter [76]. If dilation parameter is 

changing in power of 2 and translation parameter is changing in integer then it is called as 
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Daubechies Wavelet Family. The main wavelet function in which these changes are done 

called “Mother Wavelet Function” and derived functions called “Child Wavelet Function”. If 

s is dilation parameter and l is translation parameter then Mother Wavelet Function is given 

by Eq. 6.1, 

          
 

                 [6.1] 

This mother wavelet function is convolved with signal to perform wavelet transform on 

signal. 

In wavelet transform signal is decomposed into low frequency and high frequency 

components, where low frequency components are basically signal part, called as 

approximation coefficient and high frequency components are noise part, called detailed 

coefficient. Wavelet de-noising is carried out by soft & hard thresholding on wavelet 

transform coefficients. There are mainly three steps involved in wavelet thresholding. 

 Decomposition: Signal is decomposed in approximation and detailed coefficients. The 

approximation coefficients are still further decomposed into next level of approximation 

and detailed coefficients. This process is repeated till desired level N is achieved. 

 Detailing: For each level 1 to N, a threshold value is determined and thresholding is done 

on each detailed coefficients. It removes the noise content at each levels of detailed 

coefficient. 

 Reconstruction: Filtered signal is reconstructed with modified detailed coefficients and 

approximant coefficient. Thus reconstructed signal is filtered at different frequency 

scales. 
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6.2 Adaptive filters 

An adaptive filter is a self-modifying digital filter that adjusts its coefficients in order 

to minimize an error function. This error function, also referred to as the cost function, is a 

distance measurement between the reference or desired signal and the output of the adaptive 

filter [74]. 

The basic configuration of an adaptive filter, operating in the discrete-time domain is 

shown in Fig 6.1. In such a scheme, the reference signal is denoted by     ), the primary 

signal      represents the desired output signal (that usually includes some noise 

component),      is the output of the adaptive filter, and the error signal is defined as 

                  .          [6.2] 

 

Fig 6.1 Adaptive Filter 

 

The error signal is used by the adaptation algorithm to update the adaptive filter 

coefficient vector      according to some performance criterion. In general, the whole 

adaptation process aims at minimizing error signal, forcing the adaptive filter output signal to 

approximate the reference signal in a statistical sense. 
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6.2.1 Adaptive Noise Cancellation 

Adaptive Noise Cancellation (ANC) and Adaptive Line Enhancement (ALE) are two 

adaptive filtering systems with similar mechanisms but slightly different designs [74]. The 

ANC has two sensors as shown in Fig 6.2 to receive target signal and noise separately. The 

primary signal    ) is signal and noise    together and reference signal    ) is noise NI 

which is uncorrelated to signal but correlated to noise   .  

                          

 

Fig 6.2 Adaptive Noise Cancellation 

 

The reference signal pass through the adaptive filter and output      is produced as 

close a replica as possible of      . The filter readjusts its coefficients continuously to 

minimize the error between       and      during this process. The output      is 

subtracted from the primary input to produce the system output           , which is 

filtered signal. The error signal       provides the system control signal and updates the 

adaptive filter coefficients, which minimizes the residual noise. 
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6.2.2 Adaptive Line Enhancer 

The ALE shown in Fig 6.3 is a simplified form of ANC [75]. ANC has two inputs 

namely, the primary signal    ) (signal + noise) and a reference signal      (noise) while 

ALE needs only the primary signal. The second input is generated by delaying the primary 

signal suitably.  

 

Fig 6.3.  Adaptive Line Enhancer 

The process depends on the fact that the correlation time (or correlation length =   ) 

of broadband noise is shorter than the narrowband signal. So by suitably delaying the primary 

signal one can generate the second signal that is still correlated to the signal and not 

correlated to the noise. The adaptive filter responds by forming a transfer function equivalent 

to that of narrowband filter centered at frequency of narrowband signal. The output      of 

the adaptive filter in the ALE is an estimate of the noise free input signal. Delay   is selected 

such that   is longer than        i.e correlation length of broadband noise and smaller than 

   (NB) correlation length of narrowband signal, beyond these lags, the respective 

correlations die out quickly.  

i.e.                                                        [6.3] 

 

-

-

- 
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6.2.3 Adaptive Filter Structure 

 The adaptive transversal FIR structure, whose input–output relationship is described by: 

                                                    

                           
                                          

                                         .       [6.4] 

Where,   is the filter order and      and    are vectors composed by the input signal 

samples and the filter coefficients, respectively; that is 

                                    , 

             
 . 

6.2.3.1 Adaptive Algorithm 

Adaptation of the filter coefficients follows a minimization procedure of a particular 

objective or cost function. This function is commonly defined as a norm of the error 

signal     . The most commonly employed norms are the mean-square error (MSE) which is 

described below [77]. 

The MSE is defined as 

                                  [6.5] 

Writing the output signal      as given in Equation (6.2), one obtains, 

 

                                 

                                          

                                                                     [6.6]                        
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where   and   are the input-signal correlation matrix and the cross-correlation vector 

between the reference signal and the input signal, respectively, and are defined as 

              , 

              . 

From Equation (6.5), the gradient vector of the MSE function with respect to the adaptive 

filter coefficient vector is given  

                                                                [6.7] 

The wiener solution   , that minimizes the MSE cost function, is obtained by equating the 

gradient vector in Equation (6.6) to zero.  

                                                                            [6.8] 

The MSE is a cost function that requires knowledge of the error function      at all 

time  . Thus, the MSE cannot be determined precisely in practice and is commonly 

approximated by other cost functions. The simpler form to estimate the MSE function is to 

work with the Instantaneous Square Error (ISE) [74] given by 

            

                   

                      

                                                                 [6.9] 
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6.2.3.2 LMS AND Normalized-LMS Algorithms  

 

 

Determining the Wiener solution for the MSE problem requires inversion of matrix  , 

which makes Equation (6.7) hard to implement in real time. One can then estimate the 

Wiener solution, in a computationally efficient manner, iteratively adjusting the coefficient 

vector   at each time instant  , in such a manner that the resulting sequence    ) converges 

to the desired    solution, possibly in a sufficiently small number of iterations. 

The steepest-descent scheme searches for the minimum of a given function following 

the opposite direction of the associated gradient vector. A factor     , where   is 

convergence factor, adjusts the step size between consecutive coefficient vector estimates, 

yielding the following updating procedure: 

             
 

 
                     [6.10] 

This iterative procedure is illustrated in Fig 6.4 for the one-dimensional coefficient vector  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 6.4 Steepest Descent Method 

woptimal  w(i)         w(i-1)           w(i-2) 

 

E[       
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               The wiener solution requires knowledge of the autocorrelation matrix   and the 

cross-correlation vector  , that requires access to the complete second-order statistics of 

signals      and     , what makes equation (6.8) unsuitable for most practical applications. 

A rather simpler approach is to approximate the MSE by the Immediate Square Error (ISE) 

function, using the gradient vector of the latter, given in Equation (6.8), to adjust the 

coefficient vector in equation (6.9). The resulting algorithm is the LMS algorithm is given by  

                                                             [6.11] 

 

                                                    [6.12] 

 

An approximation for the upper bound of this parameter is given in [74] and may be 

stated as 

                          [6.13] 

 

Where λ    is the maximum Eigen value of input signal     . Maximum 

convergence is achieved when  

                                                                                [6.14] 

 

The LMS algorithm [74] is very popular and has been widely used due to its extreme 

simplicity. Its convergence speed, however, is highly dependent on the condition number ρ of 

the input-signal autocorrelation matrix, defined as the ratio between the maximum and 

minimum Eigen values of this matrix. The Normalized LMS (NLMS) algorithm normalizes 

the convergence factor such that the relation 

                                              [6.15] 
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is always satisfied. This results in variable step size parameter given by 

                                                                     [6.16] 

In practice this factor is modified to   

 

                        

                             [6.17] 

 

6.3 Performance of ALE under different parameters such as SNR of input 

signal and value of delay. 

The structure of an adaptive line enhancer is illustrated in Fig 6.3. The input signal 

composed of a harmonic signal      plus broadband background noise        is input to 

two channels. One is treated as the expected signal to an adaptive filter. The other goes 

through a delay ∆  and then acts as a reference input signal to the adaptive filter. The 

adaptive filter will adjust its coefficients according to the principle of least mean square 

error between i t s  o u t p u t  and the expected signal. After the optimum processing of 

the adaptive iteration, the output            of the ALE system will suppress the wide band 

noise, and enhance the harmonic signal, which is called the adaptive line enhancer. 

6.3.1 The optimal weights of an Adaptive filter.  

According to Fig 6.3 input signal                    where    is wideband 

background noise and      is harmonic signal. 

                                                                                                 [6.18] 

where   is the amplitude of the signal,   is the frequency of the signal      and   is the 

sampling time of the signal     . 
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For Adaptive Transverse Filter structure, the following vectors are defined. 

                                  ,                              [6.19] 

 

                                         
,                        [6.20] 

 

                                  
 

  ,                                            [6.21] 

 

               ,                                [6.22] 

 

                        ,             [6.23] 

where      is the input vector,      is the weight vector of the adaptive filter and    

is the factor vector of the adaptive filter.      is the vector of simple harmonic signal, L is 

the length of the adaptive filter. 

The autocorrelation matrix of the simple harmonic signal is given by: 

                         .        [6.24] 

and autocorrelation matrix of white noise       is 

      
       ,              [6.25] 

where   
        is the power of noise     and   is the unit matrix. 

Considering the independence of signal      with noise       the autocorrelation matrix 

       of the filter input is given below. 
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                                         ,   [6.26] 

 

                 .        [6.27] 

Similarly cross correlation matrix of the input        with      is expressed as: 

                                                                                     

          .         [6.28] 

According to principle of LMS, the weight vector of the adaptive filter will converge to 

solution of Weiner Hopf equation when adaptive iterative process reaches its steady optimum 

[74]. 

           
             [6.29] 

Thus from above equations  

        
     

  
     

                         [6.30] 

Through introduction of SNR, the optimal weight is given by: 

        
   

      
                 [6.31] 

6.3.2 The steady state frequency response function of ALE. 

When the Adaptive filter reaches its optimum coefficients [74], in accordance to least 

mean square, the weight vector       will converge to         and the output of ALE is 

given by: 
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                      .         [6.32] 

By using Z Transform of above equation: 

                       .                    [6.33] 

So the transfer function of ALE is given by: 

    

    
                .                              [6.34] 

If the input signal has a frequency of   , then the z-transformation of optimum  

weight vector  of  ALE with filter length   can be written as    

         
    

        
  
    

 

  
 
  

   
                    [6.35] 

Thus  

     
    

        
 
 

  
      

 

  
 
  

   
                       [6.36] 

Transforming equation into frequency domain  

      
    

        
            

             

            
               [6.37] 

At                                  
      

        
                [6.38] 

 

Equation 6.36 shows that the transfer function depends on characteristic frequency    of 

input, indicating that ALE is capable of adapting to the frequency variation of the input. 
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6.3.3 The Influence of the Filter Length  

         It is clear from equation (6.37) that the number of coefficients ( ) in the FIR filter 

has an influence on the response of ALE. The value of   specifies how accurately a bandpass 

filter can be modeled by the ALE. In addition to this, it affects the convergence rate 

considerably. For instance, when   is large, the gain of ALE is high but the computation time 

of the whole system will increase which may slow down the convergence rate. When, it is 

small, this time the computation time will be decreased and the convergence rate will be 

faster, but the gain of ALE will be smaller [78]. 

 

6.3.4 The Influence of the Input SNR  

The gain of the ALE with SNR and   can be computed by using equations [6.36] and  

[6.36].The influence of input SNR can be explained by three cases [79]. 

1.  High SNR (SNR > 0 dB).  When the power of the broadband signal (noise) is less than 

that of narrowband signal, the gain value of the optimal filter becomes one. In this case, 

the broadband signal will be suppressed to a minimum value according to the LMS 

algorithm and the narrowband signal will pass through the ALE. In such a case, the 

output signal power can be written as 

 

                                    
                     

            [6.39] 
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Where    wopt    is given by  

                                                     
  

  
     

                         [6.40] 

 

    where   
    

is 
 
the power of the noise and        is autocorrelation of the filter input  

i.e                                                     

 

where        is auto-correlation matrix of signal      and       is auto-correlation matrix of 

the of noise      . 

 

Thus                                            
  

       
  
        

  
  

 
                   [6.41] 

Equation 6.40 shows that when x(n) passes through the ALE, the power of Signal S  remains 

the same, while the noise power decreases to 1/L of its original power. 

 

ii) Medium SNR (-10 dB < SNR < 0).  The gain of the optimal filter is between 0 and 1 i.e. 

the narrowband signal can partially pass through the ALE.  

 

iii) Low SNR (SNR < -10 dB). The gain value of the optimal filter becomes zero. In this case, 

the ALE cannot suppress the broadband signal or equivalently, the narrowband signal cannot be 

enhanced by the ALE. As a consequence of this, the broadband signal causes a large value of 

the mean error at the ALE output. 
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6.4 Simulation Results  

The simulations with ANC, ALE and wavelet transform are explained here with NQR 

signal model and real time NQR signal. 

6.4.1 NQR Signal Model 

     NQR signal is often measured as FID which is response after single excitation pulse. As 

discussed in chapter 2 the noise corrupted FID signal    is modeled as linear combination of 

signal    with strength A and background noise    as shown in equation [6.41]. 

                                                    [6.42] 

 

                
 
                                         [6.43] 

 

 

Fig 6.5 Simulated Noise corrupted FID 

 

For 
14

N detection from NaNO2,   
   of FID response with resonance frequency of 4.642 

MHz is 0.5 ms. The amplitude of the FID envelope is assumed to be 10 mV, sampling 

frequency 2.875MHz. The noise is modeled as having normal distribution with mean zero and 

σ =0.005. The simulated noise corrupted FID signal is shown in Fig 6.5. 
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6.4.2  Simulations  

ANC and ALE configurations simulated are shown in fig 6.6 and 6.7 respectively. The 

algorithm implemented was least mean square with length of filter L = 256. 

 

Fig 6.6 Adaptive Noise Canceller implementation  

ANC( Fig 6.2) implemented is shown in Fig 6.6, in  which the primary signal is signal (S) 

and noise (No) together  and reference signal is noise NI  which is correlated to noise (No) but 

uncorrelated to signal (S). Noise (NI) is passed through the adaptive filter and output y is 

produced as close a replica as possible of No. The filter adjusts its coefficients to minimize 

the error between the output and primary signal which is the filtered signal (i.e        ) 

i.e. observed in scope as time domain signal as well as frequency domain signal(in Spectrum 

Scope)   
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Fig 6.7 Adaptive Line Enhancer implemented in Simulink®  . 

 

 

 

ALE ( Fig 6.3) implemented is shown in Fig 6.7 in which the primary signal is signal (S) and 

noise (No). The input signal is generated by delaying the primary signal. The delay is selected 

by eq. [6.2]. The input signal is passed through the filter. The adaptive filter will adjust its 

coefficients such that it forms a narrowband filter centered at frequency of narrowband signal. 

The output is the filtered signal (S). The error is difference between the output and primary 

signal i.e. only noise component. The performance of ALE with SNR of input signal and delay 

has been studied, and the results are shown for NQR signal model and real time NQR signal in 

the following sections. 
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6.4.3 Influence of Input SNR. 

The SNR is defined as ratio of signal power to noise power. At the input side of ALE 

filter the SNR of the NQR signal model is known but at the output the signal and noise 

cannot be separated so SNR is not known at the output. Following is the algorithm 

implemented to find SNR at the output. Let, 

                                         , and 

                                        . Then 

                      . 

1. When clean signal is sent to filter. Let the Output be        . 

2. When noisy signal is sent to filter  Let the Output be          

3. Therefore, the residual noise No =              

4.    =     

5. SNR at output of ALE  in dB  =      

  Using above algorithm with NQR signal model (with random noise) with different 

SNRs (-26 dB to 4 dB) was applied at input of ALE, and output SNR were calculated. Fig 6.8 

shows the time domain and frequency domain signals of input and output signals of ALE for 

input SNR of -20dB. The input signal is NQR signal model from equation [6.41] where noise 

is modelled as having normal distribution with mean zero and  σ =0.025. 

. 
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         a) 

 
        b) 

 

Fig 6.8 a) Time domain signal of NQR signal model (SNR = -20dB) and output of ALE 

 b) Spectrum of NQR signal model (SNR =-20dB) and output of ALE. 

 

Fig 6.9 shows the time domain and frequency domain signals of input and output signals of 

ALE for input SNR of -6 dB. The input signal is NQR signal model where noise as having 

normal distribution with mean zero and σ =0.005. 
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            a) 

             b) 
 

Fig 6.9 a) Time domain signal of NQR signal model (SNR = -6 dB) and output of ALE 

       b) Spectrum of NQR signal model (SNR = -6 dB) and output of ALE. 

 

This process was repeated for different input SNRs from which plots of two input SNRs are 

shown in Fig. 6.8 and 6.9 and it was observed that the performance of ALE is not good for 

the input SNR value less than -6dB. However, when SNR value is increased, the performance 

of the ALE increases considerably. 
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6.4.3 Influence of Delay  

The steady state frequency response indicates that the delay Δ can only change the 

phase property of ALE. As discussed in previous section that delay Δ in ALE filter is selected 

such that Δ is longer than τd(BB) i.e. correlation length of broadband noise and smaller than 

τd (NB) correlation length of narrowband signal, beyond these lags, the respective 

correlations die out quickly. The function of delay Δ is to de-correlate the noise component 

between the the two channels of ALE and to correlate the signal component of the two 

channels. As NQR signal model bandwidth is 8 kHz with random noise. The SNR is -6dB. So 

τd(BB) will be zero and τd (NB) = Fs/fm. Here Fs= 2.875MHz and fm = 8 kHz, thus τd (NB) 

= 350. 

                                            [6.44] 

 

Simulations were carried out by varying the value of Δ from 1 to 400. The output 

SNR was calculated for different delays. Fig. 6.10 shows the spectrum of input and output 

signals of ALE for Δ= 25,100,200. It is observed that with increase in delay the output SNR 

decreases. Simulations were also repeated for pink noise (1/f) of bandwidth 30 kHz added to 

NQR signal model (SNR =-6dB). Delay Δ is calculated as per the bandwidth of pink noise 

with Fs= 2.875MHz. i.e. Δ=Fs/30kHz =95 and  so according to eq.[6.3]  

 

                       [6.45] 

It is observed that for input signal with pink noise output SNR is highest at Δ = 100 

and then it decreases with increase in delay (Fig. 6.11). 
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         a) 

         b) 

 

        c) 

Fig 6.10 Spectrum of NQR signal model and output signal of ALE with delay a) ∆= 25 

                    b) ∆=100 c) ∆= 200 
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Fig 6.11 Output SNR Vs Delay. 

 

The performance of ALE depends on SNR of the input signal and delay. It was 

observed that the performance of ALE is good when input SNR is greater or equal to -6dB. 

Various inputs with different SNR were applied to ALE, of which frequency domain signals 

are shown in Fig 6.8 and 6.9,  and thus the performance of ALE with delay was studied using 

input signal with random and pink noise ( SNR = -6dB) for  different value of delays. The 

SNR of the output signal Vs Delay is shown in Fig. 6.11 and it can be observed that for input 

signal with random noise the output SNR decreases as the delay increases. However when the 

input signal is with pink noise the SNR decreases after delay = 100 which is also shown by 

Eq. [6.45].  
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6.4.5 Simulation using Adaptive Noise Canceller 

 The reference input in ANC(Fig 6.2),  is simulated noise corrupted FID shown in Fig 

6.5 The input signal is only noise (  ).The output of adaptive filter is  estimated by adaptive 

filter weights to be close to   , so that only NQR signal is obtained as the error signal     . 

The result is shown in Fig 6.12 and Fig 6.13. Also SNR of the output signal is 7dB which 

shows that there is SNR improvement of approximately 13 dB. 

          

 

Fig 6.12 Spectrum of Simulated Noise corrupted FID and output of ANC 

  

Fig 6.13 (---) Simulated Noise Corrupted FID and (---) output of ANC . 
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Fig 6.14 ISE for Simulated FID input to ANC 

 

The instantaneous square error above shows that it converges at about 1 msec. 

  

6.4.6 Simulation using Adaptive Line Enhancer  

While in ALE the reference signal is a delayed version of primary signal. The 

simulated noise corrupted FID is given as reference signal and its delay is given as primary 

input signal . The  delay is given such that it  decorrelates the noise components. The signal is 

correlated so the error signal will be noise component only. This error is employed to update 

the filter weights  such that ALE output is close to FID. Fig 6.15 and 6.16 shows  the 

spectrum and time domain of input as well as output of ALE. The SNR of the signal at the 

output of ALE is 11 dB  which show that there is SNR improvement of  approximately 17 

dB. 
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Fig 6.15 Spectrum of Simulated Noise corrupted FID and output of ALE 

 

Fig 6.16   (---) Simulated Noise Corrupted FID and (---) output of ALE. 

 

Fig 6.17 ISE for Simulated FID input to ALE 
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6.4.7 Wavelet Transform applied to simulated NQR signal 

 The use of different wavelet basis would give different results from the analysed 

signal, and there are no defined criteria’s to describe the selection of optimum wavelet 

family. Selection is mostly done by trial and error. Another important parameter is the choice 

of threshold estimation value for signal de-noising. Four common threshold techniques have 

been used in literature, which are heursure, rigrsure, minimaxi and sqtwolog. It is shown in 

[74] and  [80] that huersure gave better performance as compared to other thresholding 

methods. So heursure thresholding is used for the present work. 

  Three steps explained in section 6.1 are performed on synthesized NQR signal and 

decomposition of signal is done to level 5 with different wavelet type like Daubechies, Bi-

Orthonormal, Coiflets and Symlets. The improvement in SNR for all the wavelets is shown in 

Table 6.1 which shows that ‘Coif5’ wavelet gives the best performance in terms of SNR 

improvement.         

 

                            Table 6.1.Performance of different wavelets in terms of SNR improvement 

Sr. No. Wavelet Output SNR (dB) 

1 db5 13 

2 Sym5 12 

3 Bior5 11.5 

4 Coif5 13.5 

 

The thresholding is done on individual detailed coefficient and finally modified detailed 

coefficients are added with approximation coefficient to produce filtered signal.The filtered 

signal in time and frequency domain using ‘Coif5’ wavelet and heursure thresholding 

technique is shown in Fig. 6.18 and 6.19, respectively. The SNR of the filtered signal is 

13dB. Thus SNR improvement in this case is 19dB. 
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Fig 6.18 Simulated Noisy FID and wavelet transform ouput. 

 

 Fig 6.19 Power spectrum of Noisy FID and filtered signal for wavelet transform 

 

6.4.8 Adaptive filtering algorithms and wavelet transform applied to real 

NQR signal  

The real time 
14

N NQR signal from NaNO2 acquired from our NQR spectrometer is 

shown in Fig 6.20. Due to low SNR of single FID i.e. approx -12dB it is enhanced by 

accumulation of 256 FIDs to approx. 12dB (The signal to noise ratio increases by    when 

the signal is averaged by n times). As the noise in case of NQR signal cannot be acquired 
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independently, the simulation is shown for ALE only. The NQR signal is applied at reference 

input and its delayed version is applied to input of ALE. As the NQR signal is acquired after 

30 kHz filter. The delay is decided by this filter (Equation 6.2). The delay is taken as 100. 

The simulation results for real time data are shown for ALE in Fig. 6.20 and 6.21. The SNR 

at the output of ALE is calculated as 18 dB which shows that there is SNR improvement of 

about 6 dB. The instantaneous square error is shown in Fig 6.22.  

 

 

Fig 6.20. Real time NQR signal at input and output of ALE 

 

 

Fig 6.21 Power spectrum of real time NQR signal and output of ALE 
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Fig 6.22  ISE for real time NQR as input to ALE 

The steps explained in section 6.1 are performed on Real time NQR signal using ‘coif5’ 

wavelet.The filtered signal in time and frequency domain is shown in Fig.6.23 and 6.24 

respectively. The SNR of the output signal in this case is 20dB thus there is SNR 

improvement of 8dB.  Thus it can be seen that with both the methods i.e ALE and Wavelet 

Transform improvement in SNR is almost same. 

The signal to noise ratio increases by n when the signal is averaged by n times. Thus a 

signal which is already averaged by 256 times will increase by 6dB when it is further 

averaged by 768 times. Also, in our experiment to observe 
14

N NQR signal form NaNO2 we 

repeated the pulse after very 0.5 seconds, therefore the time taken by averaging is 6.4min 

which can be obtained by ALE in few ms. 

 

 

Fig 6.23 Real time NQR signal and output of wavelet transform 
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Fig 6.24 Power spectrum of (---)Real time NQR signal and (---)wavelet transform output 

 

6.5 Summary 

 

In this chapter NQR signal processing based on adaptive filters and wavelet transform 

is presented. Also the performance analysis of ALE is done based on input SNR and delay. 

Both wavelet transform and ALE gave almost same SNR improvement with NQR signal 

model as well as real time NQR signal. Both are faster and better detection methods as 

compared to averaging. But incorporating ALE in FPGA is easier as compared to wavelet 

transform. 
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Chapter 7 

 

Summary and Future works. 

There have been significant improvements in NMR instrumentation in the past few 

years. Also in many cases these instruments have been used for both NMR and NQR studies. 

However the best spectrometers that are commercially available are expensive and also not 

usually capable of operating at low frequencies and are also not specifically designed for NQR. 

Thus there is lot of scope of research still to apply as modern circuitry and signal processing 

technique towards production of pulsed spectrometer for low frequency NQR and NMR 

applications targeting specific applications like explosives and drug detection and quantitative 

analysis. 

A FPGA based NQR spectrometer was designed in Electronics Division (ED), 

BARC.A single FPGA chip is used to perform the digital tasks required for NQR 

spectrometer including pulse programmer, direct digital synthesizer, digital receiver 

composed of quadrature demodulator, a low pass Finite Impulse Response filter and PC 

interface for data transfer. The compact digital module is highly sensitive and is suitable for 

applications like mine detection and non-invasive compound identification etc. Also, the 

analog peripheral components such as pre-amplifier, cross diodes and quarter wave 

transformer and probe were designed and developed as part of the current research. RF power 

amplifier was available in-house at ED. By adding a permanent magnet of uniform field one 

could carry out NMR as well which, can be a very useful tool for quantitative analysis of 

trace elements like Tritium and deuterium etc. The 
14

N NQR transitions in various solids fall 

in the frequency range 0 to 6 MHz. Hence 
14

N was chosen for the design. 
14

N NQR signal 

from sample of 20 g of NaNO2 was observed at a frequency of 4.64 MHz. With the addition 

of permanent magnets 
1
H and 

2
H, NMR signal from H2O and D2O was detected. Observation 
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of proton NMR is easier than observing Deuterium and 
14

N NQR as the strength of this signal 

is much stronger. For this reason we have observed 
1
H NMR as the process of standardizing 

the instrument. 

The low SNR in NQR spectrometer has been observed to present certain challenges 

pertaining to high interferences in the detection of signal. To improve SNR, many repetitions 

of the experiments were done and NQR signal after each pulse was acquired. The rate at 

which RF pulse has to be repeated depends on physical parameters of nuclear relaxation i.e 

relaxation times. For most of explosives the relaxation times are very long (100ms -1s) which 

lead to long detection times. The results shown for 
14

N NQR signal from NaNO2 in chapter 5 

are after averaging of 1024 times which took 8.5 minutes to be observed on scope. 

As relaxation times cannot be shortened, the other option to improve the SNR is by 

improving the signal detection technique. To improve SNR per unit time, techniques like FIR 

filter, wavelet transform and adaptive filter have been used. Suitability of adaptive filter 

algorithms, since they do not require previous knowledge of the signal, is studied in this 

work.  

Adaptive filter algorithms such as ANC and ALE and wavelet de-noising were applied 

to NQR signal model as well as real time signal and it was observed that ALE and wavelet 

transform are better and faster detection method as compared to averaging technique. For 

further research, this NQR/NMR spectrometer can be  further developed into a miniature 

spectrometer through the integration of RF amplifier, reciever module and FPGA module on 

one board. In this manner, the explosive detection and mine detection mechanisms of 

NQR/NMR experiments can be enhanced and result in more productive performance. 
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Future Work 

The prototype of NQR/NMR spectrometer using FPGA, high speed ADCs, DACs, RF 

power amplifier, pre amplifier, cross diodes, quarter wave transformer, and band pass filter 

has been designed and described as a part of this thesis. The system was designed and 

developed using available components in ED, BARC. There are many aspects of the system 

that can be optimized to improve the integration and reduce the cost and power consumption. 

Some of them can be listed as follows: 

1) Compact class-D type switching power amplifier [81] can be used as RF power 

amplifier in transmitter section to provide high power efficiency (90%) during 

transmitting period. Also these amplifiers have very low standby power consumption 

(in mW) during receiving period thus it will have power saving  and reduced size 

advantage as compared to Class-AB power amplifier which is used in current work.  

2) Probe which in present work is constructed as resonance circuit is to be tuned and 

matched to comparatively narrow bands frequently while scanning over whole NQR 

spectrum. Commercial NQR/NMR probe heads employ stepper motor for setting 

mechanical tunable capacitors in standard resonators. These probe heads can provide 

high Q and thus high SNR but are large in size and not convenient to be used for field 

applications. The solution to this is a new concept which is no- tune, no-match 

wideband concept for the transmitter pulse with an electronically tunable receiver 

employing varactar diodes [82]. 

3) High Q factor of the probe is required for high efficiency during the transmission 

period. After RF pulse, the dissipation time of the residual excitation power in the 

NQR probe is also proportional to the Q. Thus a high-Q NQR probe will have long 

ringing time and as the FID signal appears after RF pulse, the residual power needs to 

be decayed immediately. Otherwise FID signal is interfered with the ringing signal. 
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Thus, a Q damping circuit is required to switch the Q factor to a lower value to reduce 

ringing time [83]. This will help in increasing SNR and reducing the detection time in 

field applications. 

4) This spectrometer can further be developed into a miniature spectrometer by 

combination of RF amplifier, receiver module and FPGA module on one board and 

thus enhances opportunities for Extensive NQR/NMR applications like explosive 

detection, mine detection etc. 
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